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·No. 21

BOR plans UCE resea.r ch park
by Deanna Gugel
usoc:late editor ·

Presto Chango!
•

•
•

.

Keniirewer/

'Okay, here's ho-\v. ~u do it," says the Great off the Walldini. "You say the magic word and out of the
magic hag, you pull a rah._.. wait a second." Walldini w~s played by Flip of the Locomotion Circus which
performed on the \tC patio Monday. For more on the story, see page
. 10. ·
)

Min rities director transferred
by Anthony B. Toth
edlto~·ln·chlef

In a move to strengthen the university's minority program, the Office of
Minority Student Ser;vice~ has been
played under the jurisdiction of the
Division of Academic Affairs and its
director was transferred to a position
in the Community .Relations Division.
The change took effect Dec. 8 when
Napole_on Ford was appoiryted acting
director of Minority Student Services,
replacing Dr. Leroy Lloyd, former
director of the program.
"There has been a reasonable
amount of criticism that it ~the office)
· wasn't meeting ·the needs of the students," said Dr. Leslie L. Ellis, acting vice
prC'sident for academic affairs. He added that the cr:iticism came from

tially
academ ic,"
according
to
students, facultv and observers.
Colbourn. Colbourn endorsed this
"We had great doubts whether
change.
(minority) recruitment and retention
A search for a new director has been
were attained," said UCF President
initiated, said ·Ellis, but interviews of
Trevor ' Colboum, "(The office) also
had personnel problems."
·
prospective candidates have not vet
begun. Ford said he ~ants to be c~n
Lloyd was transferred to Comsidered for the pe'rmanent position.
munity Relations because "he had cerFord has alreadv initiated some new
tain talents ~nd abilities in the area
programs to help ~reate a better social
which were desperately needed: Ell is
atmosphere for blacks at UCF. There
said.
Llovd had no comment on the tran- · are plans to bring more black sororities
sfer . .
on campus as well as starting a black
musical group and gospel t·hoir, acA committee of vice presidents, W.
cording to Ford.
Rex Brown, John P. ·Goree, and Ellis
Before being appointed acting direcmade the d£>cision to move the MSS oftor of the MSS office, Ford worked in
fice from the Division of Student Affairs to Academic Affa irs because the · th<' Sp<:'cial S(•rvices Divisicm of the
universit\'.
purpose of the office "was substan-

T~e Board of Regents today will
consider a proposal that will allocate
130 acres of UCF's land to a
university-related research. park that
could increase the university's total
value approximately $60 million.
If the plan is approved by the BOR at
their meeting at Florida A&M Univer- ·
'sity-in Tallahasee, UCF will be able to
develop and to sublease the land to
high technology, research-oriented industries. The research park could be in
operation within two years, according
to Ralph Gunter, director of sponsored
research.
The BOR will also study a program •
to. p_rovide insurance protection for
student health centers in the state
un'i versity system and will consider a
proposal to raise UCF Basketball
Coach Torchy Clark's salary.
T.he research park will be located fo
the northeast quadrant of the university, outside of the main concentation
of buildings, according to Gunter.
Buildings for the research park must
remain within the aesthetic quality of
the others at UCF. The university plans
to construct a road north of the Lake
Claire that will be used as a main access road to the park .
.Development of th~ land for the pa rk
could cost the unjversity · $300,. 500 000, according to Gunter. He sai d
the ·university is looking into 'ways to
fund the land development and hopes
to begin construction of the buildings·
in one year. The university has arready
been approached by two private industries and one federal agency who
want to build in the research park, but
.Gunter said he could not- reveal the
names of those groups.
' Under the plan which has been
proposed, industries woula build their
own buildings. When their leases expire, if they are not renewed, the
buildings will become part of the
universitv :
Only . research-related industries
which have some relationship with th~
courses taught at UCF could build in
the park. Gunter said the UCF park will
include· industries connected with environmental research, computer science, and health-related sciences. ·
The Florida State Legislature last
year passed a bill that encouraged the
creation of university-related research
parks primarHy to help improve the
state's economy, Cunter said. The biil
est~blished ~ Research .and, Develop-·
menl Commission for the Board of
Regents, who was in charge of setting
up authorities for these research parks.
The Orange County Board of County Commissioners petitioned for an
authority and w.as granted one. Last
. week the authority was formed and is

Research, page
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Space Squeeze
The library has kind of an unusual
problem--too many books and not
enough places to put them. While more
shelces Off on order, library officials
must figure out ichere to 'Pllt them also.
See story, page .'3.

Our "Focus on Photography" contest
is 1Linding d01cn to its final u:eek. Next
U'eek pronzises the winners a $ 7.5 arid
$.50 kgift
look at this
. • c·~'1:t'f_icate.
'
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It ·s still hard to believe. But it only
means that the Knights have to work
harder to defend the Sunshine State ConferPnce Cha'mpionship. Consider the loss
to Rollins only a temporary setback, see
story page 14.
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·.u CF N .e -.rsfronts.
Educator Dr. Aaron Stern
to ·lecture in VCAR Feb. 21
The life and teachings of Dr. Aaron Stern--formulator of the Total Education
Submersion Method--are atypical ·a nd controversial.
Stern will speak in the Village Center Assembly Room Feb : 2 l at 8:30 p.m.
Stern, who is fluent in 10 languages, has written four books, one of which, "The
Joy of Learning" was nominated for a Pulitzer Prize. He is an alumnus of 4 universitites and has been commended by the United States House of Representatives plus
a variety of organizations and individuals. Stern ~onducted a landmark survey of
the government's Head Start Program and has been called the "man who raises
geniuses".
·
As a fugitive from Nazi Germany in 1943, Stern spent two years, alone with
only the cloths on his back, hiding in the woods north of Warsaw. During th,at tim~
he fought off wild animals and henchmen and was forced by starvation to eat
grass, berries, horse, dog and wolf meat. Stern was captured twice by the Gestapo
and once escaped from.a crematorium-bound train by leaping from it while it was
travelling at full-speed.
After World War II, as a teacher in a displaced persons' camp he began to formulate the theory of Total Education Submersion, which includes among its many
elements, optimum use .of existing community resources; teaching techniques

S.G.

b ased on dialogue not monologues; the a bolition of grades and the grnwth of
.
students at their own pace.
To prove his theory , Stern, who had made his way to .New York, called a press
conference in 1952 and announced that he would raise n hen infant daughter,
Edith, according to his methods and would produce a genius.
As a result of Stern's training, his daughter, now in her twenties, has an IQ that
may be in excess of 200. She graduated from college at the age of 15 in 1968 and
taught mathematics as a graduate student at Michigan State University the
following year.
Stern's approach to "intelligence" which he believes is nutured from birth, is in
opposition to the controversial theories of Arthur Jensen and William Shockle>,
both of whom support an inherited, genetic cause for "intelligence."

Veterans' Affair Office
sponsors employment rep

•

•

•

The Office of Veteran's Affairs in conjunction with the p]acement center has
established an ongoing program with the Florida State Employment Service
'whereby a representative will be on campus every Thursday from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Interview appointments must be made in the Office of Veterans' Affairs, Admin.
:282, prior to each Thursday. While this program has been instituted primarily for
veterans, it has been extended to include anyone who "needs a job" either parttime or full-time.
-

Southern Photo

LEGAL AID PROGRAM
DIRECTOR IS NEEDED·

•

Photo Supplies

Student Government's· Legal Aid Program is in it's final stage of approval
with the Florida Bar.
We will soon need a Legal Aid Program Director whose responsibilities will
include coordinatfng the !..egal Aid office and implementing the program.
Students with previous legal aid work or Allied Legal Services majors encouraged for this opportunity. This is a salaried position for 20 hours a week
at $2.90. All .interested students stop by at S.G. or call Mark Omara at 2752191.

Cameras • Strobes • Frames • Matts

Portraits
Weddings•
STUDENT
DISCOUNTS

~assports

Open: Mon-Sai9-6
Thurs & Fri - till 9
Sunday 1-5

& l.D.~s

3184 E. Colonial
Herndon Plaza
896-1724
r

Friends
·H elp Fight Inflation
Please Do' Not Remove China, Glass,'
Food or Silverware from your V.C.
Cafeteria.
Thank-you,
.Stan

EVENTS
.A

NO~ I

STORY

ex

The Vil/age Cenr""f"., Mties ~oord Is ~unded
through the A ctiv/ty and Service Fee, as
tflllpcoted by the STud/ nt Government of F. T. U. .

eek

The Devi Is.has been canrel led

WITHNOW.M

Feb.16&.18 VCAR
8:30pm
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•
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Library caught in shelf space squee~e
by Deane Jordan
staff writer

The next time you go to find a book
in the library you may have to crawl
on the floor.
"We're at the end. of our rope as far
as shelving goes," said Orlyn LaBrake,
associate director of UCF's library.
"Normally, in an academic library,
the shelves are two-thirds full," said
LaBrake. Currently, the library shelves
are full of books and many, said
LaBrake, are being "shelved" on the
. floor.

LaBrake said that the $1. l million
allotted to UCF last year for books included a proviso that the same funds
could be used to process books which
included. cataloging, labeling and
shelving them. But the money allotted
for thi_s year ($1. l million) did not
·provide for book processing. LaBrake
added -that Jast year's money, in part,
went to buy journal back issues, which
the library didn't have because of the
short time the university has been in
existencf'.
- The· buyir:ig of. journal back issues,

most of which were in microfot-m, ·did
dents for reading and resP.Rrch.
not take up space and lessened the imLaBrake said that one sur~ey showea
pact of new books bought last year,
. that the library was used more often by
said LaBrake. However the current
students than the Village Center adprocessing of 3,000 new titles this year
ding ·that the library stays open more
has put a shelf and study-space crunch . often than any other building on
in the library, which already holds
campus for non-resident students.
some 267,000 volumes.
"Normally," said · LaBrake,
an
"Shelves are on order," said
academic library tries to seat 25 perLaBrake. She explained the new
cent of the student body. We can seat
shelves, which are due in about six · ~hrmt 6 or 7 percent now. When we
months, will replace many study
·put the shelving iri- that will put ·it
booths and tables-ITI. the library, which
back."
·
will. lessen the space allotted to stuThe library staff, which -predicted
Library, page 12

Focus
-O n
Photography
Winrier$
-Fourth
Week

•

•

Richard Spencer was the winner of -the fourth week's Focus on
Photography contest (left).
Marketing major Richard -E ames, who has already. won two first
place awards i~ the contest, took second place (right).
Tuesday at noon is the deadline for entering the · ov~rall
photographi~ competition. All previous entries will also he eligible for
the overall competition.

Expand your
horizons vvith

International Air Bahama.

Eveey seat to Europe
at the .s ame low fare.

TRWv1DAR

$369*fs~~~~J,riP

We' re expanding our horizons . . . and we'd
like to invite you to play a significant role
in our continuing growth!

No restrictions at all.
International Air Bahama now
has only one fare to Europe.
$369* roundtrip from Miami to
Luxembourg via Nassau, •.Jr
$184.50 one way. This applies to
every seat on every one of
our flights .
There are no restrictions at
all on stays up to one year.
You don't have to book in advance or fly standby. To get the
same deal on any other airline
flying out of Miami you would
have to pay at least $658
round trip.
But even wi:th this new
low fare, we'll still be giving you great service,
complimentary cocktails,
wines and cognac with
your dinner.
And we'll be taking
you to Luxembourg, the
heart of Europe, which is
just hours away by train or car from nearly all of
Europe's most famous
landmarks.
•
•Fare subject to change.

.....

r------------------,

I
.I
1
I
:
.1
:

1..._
1,

See your travel agent. Write International Air Bahama, 228 S.E. First
St .. Miami, Florida 33131. Tele: 800-432-9530 (except for Miami).
•
305-358-0800 (Miami only).
Please send me: O A timetable of IAB's flights to Europe. D Your
brochure on European tours. D Information on Alpine Ski Tours .
NAME~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

JJ .

ADDRESS ~~---'-~~~~~-'--~~~~~~-:

CITY
STATE ~~~~~~~~

~.

Because of significant product expansion,
we have current opportunities
for bright, enthusiastic Electrical Engineers
. and Computer Scientists with a BS, MS
or Ph.D.
Our benefits program is among the best you'll find our educational assistance program ·extremely attractive: 100% reimbursement for tuition, fees and books for work
related courses. In addition, we have a unique
Work/College Program which 9llows continuing education while on a reduced work
schedule.
Interested? Let's talk about it!

WE WILL BE INTERVIEWING
ON YOUR CAMPUS

Monday; February 26
Ple'a se Contact your College
Placement
Office to arrange interview.
,-

If you are unable to schedule an interview
the day of our visit, we'd be happy to receive
your resume. Send it to Richard M. Duncan,
Senior Personnel Representative:

I

:
1

INTERNATIONAL :
AIR BAHAMA 1
The vacation airline w ith the one low fare to Europe. .J

_________________ _

ZIP

I•
I
I

Vidar, a major Division of TRW, is ._ngaged
. in the development, manufacture and marketing of digital telecommunications products
and systems forthe telephone industry worldwide.

TRWv1DAR
77 Ortega Avenue

Mt. View, CA 94040
415/961-1000.

*Our growth and expansion will soon be
visible in Melbourne with the opening
of our n.e w Manufacturing Facility.

TRWwoAR
.TRWV10AR
TRWv10AR
TRWv10AR

fl-..~~TRWv10AR~
We are, an equal opportunity employer M/F
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Blood bank
holds drive
The Central F lorida Blood Bank will
sponsor a blood drive in the Village
Center ·Multi-purpose room Feb. 20
from 9 a .m. - 4 p.m.
For more information, contact Dr.
Edward Stoner in the health center or
call 275-2701.
The blood drive is being held in
response to an appeal from the blood
bank for more blo'2._rl: _

Poetry contest
ends .March 15
Little more than a month remains
for budding poets to enter this year's
Florida Poetry Contest, which is being
sponsored jointly by UCF and The
Florida Fine Arts Council.
. Susan Hartman, UCF English instructor and director of the 1979 contest, urges entrants to send their work
to her no later than March 15 .
No more than th~~e poems may be

•.
•

sub.mitted by an individual. All must
be typewritten ·and previously unpublished.
Name,
address
and '
category must be written on the back
of each entry. Poems will not be returned.
.
There are five categories, with $100
cash awards for each .. These categ0ries
are non-students, . university and
college students, high school students,
middle school students and elementary
school students.
1

CECO
EMBLEMS, DECALS
& MONOGRAMMING.
TROPHYS, JACKETS
&CAPS

Do you need your term paper,
reports, etc. typed?

CECO Emblems & Decals
1203 N. Mills
Orlando, Fla. 32806
(305) 898-3313

• Professional typing on IBM Selectric
• Spelllng, Grammar co,,ected
• Typing ot any kind Inc. forms
• Paper pr9vlded

----··

• iow, Low price

Tickets for the afternoon program
will be available at the door for ~2.

Deadline nears .
tor PLC applicants
Deadline for applications to the
President's Leadership Council is Feb.
23.
· All interested students should pick
up an application from the Office of
Student Affairs, ADM 282.

Complete Auto Shop

STUDY SM~R·T ·

deJ 3falf~

Aur.a
•

MACHINE SHOP

ENGi.NE PARTS

•

Pick-up and Delive~y
~~PERATIVE ED~CATION
ADM. 124

e

275-2314

marketplace

.

for sale
'68 Olds 88, must sell, best offer. Call 644-5074.

11 It wo;efa 68 ¢ a day to never ·
miu a elau or he late for work
again from sleeping late?

'67 Dart GT . bucket seats, console small V-8,
automatic, power steering, good gas mileage,
dependable. No rust but needs paint. $650.00 or
best offer. Call 678-5742.

'

Sun-shine W.ake Up Service

/

• 811ran1ttcC S-day 11rvle1
• Low 111onthlf rates
• Speel1I rllff for long ~r11t contrlctt
Atlc 1'-t 11r qeel1I ...dent •1tc11nt

Pianist Jerry Benton, a UCF
graduate who got his master's degree
in music at the Peabody Conservatory, will perform a program of
Brahms, Beethoven and Profkofiev in
the university's Music Rehearsal Hall
Feb .. 18 at 3:30 p.m.

. Call 671-8118
and ask for Melissa

Tired of Being Lite?

---------

Pianist to benefit
scholarship fund

Home for sale by owner. 4 bdrm.12 bath large
glassed-in Fal. room with fireplace. Professionally
decorated throughout; other extras. In Oviedo, 7
mi. from UCF. Call 365-3327 or #2603, Dr. N.
Gary Holten.
Toyota Celica GT Liftback 1976 Auto, AC, AMIFM
Cassette Ster.eo, New Radials, $4000 firm. 2'f 53991.
16 ft. Hobie CAT, color blue & white, new trapeze

•
services
EXPERT TYPING· 18 yrs. exp. FULL TIME. Term
papers, reports, thesis, resumes, etc. Correction
of spelling, grammar, punc., and editing.included.
Reasonable. Call Bea 678-1386.
Professional typing, 14 yrs. exp., IBM Electric.
Spelling, punctuation & grammar corrected. IBM
Correcting Selectric • only 1st class work. Paper
supplied. Susie Weiss. 647-4451after2.
Professional typing. 14 years exp. IBM Electric.
Spelling, punctuation & grammar corrected.
Paper provided. 70¢lpage. Call Ginny, 273-8401
8-2 &after 7:30 p.m.
Professional TYPING • knowledgeable in all types
of work. IBM Electric. Paper provided. Call Anita,
365-6538 after 5:00.

& new trailer. $1600. 269-4519.

Call 831-1737
or after hours 831-3721

WATER BED Queen size wlframe. $40. 277-9140.
Girl's bike, for sale! Blue with caliper, 26 inches in
fair condition. Call 275-4241.
1973 Toyota Corolla 4 dr. hardtop, auto, good
condition. $1050. Call 2865 or 4284. Bill.

ARR
You seldom walk as fast as you can
And you seldom read as fast as you can ...

personal
Female roommate wanted to· help look for & share
3 bdrm house near Win. Park & 15A. Call Kathy at
275-6783, evenings & weekends.
Roommates wanted • 3 or 4 female roommates
wanted, utilities paid, furnished. $1001mo;, Con·
tact Nancy Myers, 275-8518 after 12 noon.
Female roommate needed 3bdrml2 bath apt. Oakwood Village on Goldenrod Rd. $931mo.·share
util. Ph. avail. at end of Mar. Call Susie or Pam at
677-0589.

Typewriter repairs. Work on most models. Rates ·
very reasonable. Call 677-5016.
EUROPE ADVENTURES • know the cost before you
go. Student camping-tours. Write: K. l !rbens, Experiments in Traveling, P.O. Box 2198 A, West
Lafayette, IN 47906.
ABORTiON SERVICES, birth control information,
pregnancy tests and counseling, VD screening,
low-cost, confidential services.
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
609 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando
898-0~21

FREE PREGNANCY TESTS: Abortion services; low
cost birt_h control. Privacy, confidentiality guaranteed. Birth Control Center, Inc., 725 N. Magnolia
Ave. Available by phone 24 hrs. a day: 422-0606;
or toll free 1 (800) 432-8517.

t----------------.11
lost&found

Female roommate wanted at furnished 2 bdrm
. Sandy Cove apt.; A.S.; young 20's, reliable, LOST: bulldog; will the student who found the
t ,'1 , :r'sponsible, independent. Call Cheryle 834-1450,
bulldog at the Stop N Go in Bithlo please call 568t-aft_e_r_9_P~·m•••o.rd~a..ys•'•3•23··-14_so_,e_x_t.•2.82_._ ___. 2932. Alex Laury.

The Art of Rapid Reading:
The speed reading program at the Developmental
Center will increase your speed and also increase
your comprehension. Come by The Developmental
Center today! ·

Dorm C."Room 108
275-2811

help ~wanted ·
TRAVEL AGENCY needs aggressive comm. sales
person. Do not apply unless you are in' the "main
stream of activities". Rainbow Travel, 1217 N.
Mills, Ori.
Looking for some "do-it-yourself' iob security in
, the'se uncertain times? Unusual opportunity for
good earnings, part-time or tuft.time. For appointment Ph: 894-6889.
JOBS ON SHIPS! American, foreign. No experience
required. Excellent pay. Worldwide trave,. Summer job or career. Send $3.00 for information.
SEAFAX, Dept. 7-4, Box 2049, Port Angeles, WA
98362.

.

for rent
OmCE FOR RENT. Ground floor, 264 sq. ft. Pony
Tail Building downtown Oviedo. Contact Bill Far·
mer. 678-1114 or 349-5631 evenings.

t----------------1
Deadlines

be submitted in person no
later than Monday, 4 p.m. On-campus rates are
per line: 40ci- for one issue; 35c for two issues;
30c- for three issues; and 2Sc- for foar or more
issues. Payment is due at the time of placement.
Classified ads must
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Research----------------------made up of Dr. Leslie Ellis, acting vice
president for ·academic affairs; James
C. Robinson, a member of the
President's Advisory Council; County
Commissioner Dick Fisher; David
Hughes, president of Mid-Florida Industrial Development Commission,
and Gunter.
The location of a research park in
the Orange County-Seminole County
area will cause the community to expand towards UCF, according to Gunter. He sa~d the companies will expect
middle-income housing, good public
schools, and university programs to
help their personnel if they are going to
moye s~ffs_here. Gunt~r _said. he exp__e_cts.an increased in residential areas and!
commercial ventures near UCF.
Gunter said that university-related
research parks are a recent educational
phenomenon in the United States and
there are only 17 successful ones in the
country.
"The purpose of the park is to attq:tct
the type of industry to the park that
matches the needs and capabilities of
the university," Gunter said. "It's good
for both the companies and for the
university." He said the companies can
get their research done by university
students, faculty, and graduates and
can use university services.
The · universitY can use the companies to obtain that research which

No. .1Charlie

will help their students, he said.
"Students are better trained if they
have the opportunity to -work in the
area of their specialization," Gunter
said. "If you have a good university
related research park, a student would
work in those areas much the saine as a
student assistant."

The University of South Florida,
Florida State University, and the
University of Florida have also made
plans to begin · university-r~lated
1research parks, according to Gunter.
He said the universities would not be
~o~peting with one another •because
each of the research parks would

frompage1
develop to meet' the needs of the
university it serves.
Gunter met with the Facilities
Committee of the BOR Thurs'rlay," and
that committee will give its recqmmendation to_the BOR today. Gunter
said he does not anticipate a'ny
problems with the proposal.

Chinese Fast
. Food

fl.l(J

- .SPECIAL
PORK FRIED RICE
OR
645-1122 ·
, TWO EOG ROLLS (Near 17-92)
991471 Lee Rd., W.P.

Why you should buy your ring ·now!

FORIFS,

ANDS

OR BUTTS.

1. You deserve it.You've accomplished a lot.
2. Save $15 on any 10K gold or Siladium ring instead of the
-5% or $10 you might get from any other company.

3 . .Different Rings! The largest selection to choose from.
Over 20 different ring de$igns! See traditional and .contemporary men's designs and beautiful fashion rings for women.

;-lfj
CLASSIC

BLAZON

CO°CORADO

SONNET

SUNFLOWER

MINI

(

,--------------~------------REBATE

CERTIFICATE---------------------------

GET A $15 REBATE ON ANY ARTCARVED COLLEGE RING WITH THIS CERTIFICATE.
Valid on any ring in the Ar:tCarved Collection (even gold). Choose from a wide variety of
traditional,, contemporary, or fashion rings, custom made to your individual taste.
How to get your $15 rebate by mail after purchase.

More of today's styles
and sizes than anyone. With
Gap Label, Brittania and
Levi's® jeans and tops, the
choice is easy.

~"'
Altamonte Mall

5. At that time of order, your ArtCarved Representative will
1. This coupon must be pres~r:itwd with y9ur order. .
give you a Rebate Request Certificate. This certificate must be
2. Limit: one refund per purchase. Purchaser pays any sales
taxes.
·
}
mailed, along with proof of full .payment, to ArtCarved within
3. Offer valid only on rings ordered during this sale .
three months after you order your ring. Rebate void after this
period. Allow four weeks for rebate processing.
4. Rebates can be issued only after final payment on your ring
has been made.
An ArtCarved Representative will be at:

University of Central Florida Bookstore·
.See our Display at the Village Center
OFFER EXPIRES Fe·b. 23, l 979

~--------------~----------~---··••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·---A

...;;~
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Research park .

will h-elp UCF
..
Of the' varied issues that face us, there is one on
which there -i~ almost universal agreement:. the
economy is in poor shape. On~ of the reasons cit_ed
for the decline in the economy is a drop in ·money
spent for research and developrr:ient.
·
The United States spends only 2.2 percent of its
gros·s national product on R&D. The Soviet Union
spend:S 3 .1 percent. In the past f-ew years the trend
has been t9 ·slowly decrease the amount spent for
R&D but ·hopefully, ...with President Carter's new
budget proposals, the percentages will improve arid
a new emphasjs in this field will be realized.
R&D is the basis for economic and technological
growth. The President realizes this and the Board
of Regents realizes it too. This is evidenced with
the Board'·s initiative in the research park
proposal.
It was a wise move to start developing ·this
cooperative effort between industry and the
·university system. Not oi:ify will if provide
valuable research in various fields, it will also give
students an ideal opportunity to work in real-life
situations with the types of companies they will
encounter after graduation . . The firms whi~h
.decide to participate will also benefit from the close
contact with the university. Students and faculty
' wilt help in the company's work to increase
productivity and create new technology.
There is also a chance for the university to raise
.its profile nationwide if the program proves to be .
success~1:ll.
.
If the. area economic barometers are to be
believed, the Central Florida area may be partially
spared from the recession that's predicted for the
rest of . the country. With_the projected boom in
'c onstruction of area attractions (Sea World expan'Sion, EPCOT, convention center, etc:,) the outlook
is very good.
.
The universfty..too,_:has reason to be optimistic. If
the researc~ park project is carr.ied out properly
and if the university takes an active pa.r t in· the·
growth of the area, giant gains ean be-made for
everyone involved.

Letters

Ha~e

suffered 'too long'

Editor:
In regard to your editorial about possible imWe tha~·k you, Future, for a courageous
proprieties in the Office of Financial Aid (a
editorial aimed at disgorging possible imsituation now hopefully under honest official in-"
propriety and irregularities from one part of our
vestigation), and in response to the ensuing surge
university administration. Those of us with eyes
of le tters to the editor, we :wish to express our
and _intuition know how widespread ·adopinion as long-term employees of this university.
ministrative corruption has been here in the past.
For a career secretary, or any subordinate emAnd God (if such there be) help our new
ployee, it is extremely difficult to step forward . president, who we believe is courageous, honest.
and accuse or offer testimony against a superior. and principled, and who has a mammoth job of
Every serious and honest employee hopes to keep house-cleaning ahead, before we will have a
bis or her employment record un-muddied by-any clean and healthy administrative environment.
ugliness.or conflict. Any formal grievance against Too long have we ·employees, faculty and staff
a superior is always .pa'i nful, and · extremely alike, suffered under the grevious burden, condisrupt4ve to one's profes.siona-l and emotional
fusion, pain, and demoralization .caused by
1ife; arid "no 'm atter w"hat the outcome, always common but powerfol scalawags who, apparoo- ·
-leaves a _permanent blemish, even if only
tly, originally gained their positions _and gr.eat
emotion.at It takes great courage to oppose a
power thr~::mgh nothin,g but pure political
su.p erior. It is easy enough for. "friendS:' to offer patronage.
praise or support for one in power!
.
Na mes withheld by request
·Certain . -employees of fong stamHng, of UCF
have long heard about improper activity in .the
Office of Financial Aid. Most subordinates faced
with sexual harassment, or any other unsavory
act.ivity, wouid prefer t.o ·just quietly slip away
and seek other empJoyment, and not stir up more
trouble and anguish for themselves. Nevertheless,
~e understand the several subord~nates did
coutageously step forward and make formal
complaints against Mr. Ba'ldwin. Apparently,
Letter to the editor must he de1i\·e~ to the· Future. h,- 3
Editor:
nothing effective was done to ·rectify the
p.m. on· the Monda~· prior to .puMicati~)n to -he consjde"roo
I would tike to thank the Veteran's Affairs Of-·
situa-tion. When · the super-courageous step forfoy that .i~ue. Letters mu~t hfar -the initefs. 's ignature aq(I
fice for their cooperation and help. Due to an
·wa:rd only. to .-meet nothing but obstruction of
phQne number~ ~ames wiU be ~-1t~he._ld up<~ req~t ..
error I w~s not certified· fqr this quarter and my
fus.ti~, ~h~t l a.n we expect of the aven~ge emFuture reserves the-- r~ght lo·edit :ktters. · ·
.
"-.;:., :,.
GI bill check failed to arrive the end of January.
ployee?
Mailing address: P-.0. Box 2 5000. Orlando. Hcuida 32·8 l 6.
Let ·us hope ~ few brave so~ts have come .for- . Upon reporti_n g this to . the attention of the
Editorial office phone: 2 7 5-260 I . 8Hsinefis c~ffi(•e phone: ·
Veter~n'.s office, they got _things in motio~ and
ward to of~e-r their honest testimony--but frankly,
275-2865.
'.cleared
up the problem with the Veteran's Ad:
we
would
trust
the
Future
more
than
a
committee
'J1iis pu.blic document was promulgated at an annual <.'f)Sf cpf
ministration.
T~ey"also hel~d me in obtaining
possibly
composed
solely
of
adminstrative
!$58,•28 or _5..+ C(>l\fs··.JW'r _(·op~· to infom1 the - uniwrs!t~-'
~hort.-term ·loan to tide qie~ over -until my check
. ~ronies of the old regime. We -have obse.rved
lrommunih'. Annual adn•Ttisin~ n'\'{qlUe of S26.000
:. ·
·
arrives.
·defrayed .f-4.5 percent «•f ·the annu_aJ. t·o~. 11te Fnture"";is 1 d" that v.i~m~ers of the "old regime" always try .to
I
would
especially
like
to
thank
Timothy
Ellis,
c..~
o~
U
lath
qt~er
.
Why?
Probably
because
if
funded throu~h the Adi\•ih· arid ·se.n'iCt' f~ -~s ~nc_K.·att-d'·.w:,~.
one
of
that
coteri~~
falls
through
honest
exposurt>,
Martha
Bivins
and
Thom
Costa
for
their
help
in
the student government of the University of Central Florida. ·
this matter. ·
thev all mav fal.l through e~posure.
Jim Sweet

Letter
Polley

Thanks to YAO

for their help

Thf:,

a

'!"'
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•
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Editor-in-chief

FuitJUJ
University of
Central F~or~da

-~•

Anthony 8. Toth
Business Manager

Editorial Staff
Deanna Gugel. As.soriate Editor; Brian LaPeter, Entertainment Editor; Ann Barry, Sports Editor; Carol Arnold, Ken BrewPr, Don Gilliland, Deane Jordan , Dave
Mitchell, Steve 'rFilliams.Mary Wilso11 .

. Debra L. Schwab
. Business Staff
Managing Editor ·

J~e Kilsheimer

Darla Scoles. Adt•ertising fv1anagt'r; Dr,hra Schwab,
ProducHon Manager: Timothy Bird, ]a<'quelyn
Frederil'k. Willia m Cannon, W. Scott Richa rds~n.
Adrie1inr> Schultz. Mark Sund lo.ff. fvan Trahal.
0

Tlw F11t11i·<· is p11h/i.~lll'd 1cr'<' kly. fall, . 1ci11t!'r. am/.
spring. and hiu·r't•klit ill tlw .rn11111.wr at th<' U 11in•r.~it11 of
Cr•n/ral Florida hy Trr·ror Colho11m . ft is 1critfr'll ~m ~I
Nlilr•cl hy st11dr•11t s of tllt' 1111irr• r.~ ily 1cith offi("(·.~ in Ill<'
Art Com11lr'x 011 Uhm Drin·.
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frd/n·, chairman.
.
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·11wlatr•d Int tlw 1'dit11r-i11-r-l1ir•f a11<l till' r•ditorial hoard.
a11<l 1111t ,;1,r·r•ssari/y tltaf of tlr t• UCF ad111i11i.~trntir111 .
Otll<'r co1111111•11f is till' 11pini1111 of tlw !l'rit<'r almw
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Guide dog ls not a pet so do not pet
Ed itor:
Recently Linda Watson, . a \JCF
student, returned from classes at
Leader Dogs for the Bl)nd. with her
new dog guide. Though Linda has been
~ rained to work with her guide dog, she
is encountering problems at UCF when
people pet the dog or try to call it. The
following information is add ressed to
the UCF community to help everyone
to assist Linda and her new guide dog.
A GUIDE DOG IS NOT A PET- IT
IT A GUIDE. The owner of a guide dog
must know where he is going . and
direct the dog to the destination with
c9mmands. A guide do'g does not read ·
traffic lights, but crosses the street
upon command from the owner, who
must study the pattern of traffic . The
dog. will proceed when it is safe.
The relationship between the owner
and a guide dog is a very special one
and should be respected by others. The
public is asked not to interfere while
the dog is working. Please do not
whistle or call the guide dog in any
way since this could endanger ·the
. ~wner's safety. Strict disc'jpline and
praise are very important to the
--====-~

J.11 THE.RE! . ""
DO YOU WORI<
AT ~E~ WORU>~

wo rking relationship of the owner and
guide dog. Do not pet a guide dog
when he is in harness--or when he is
working. Always ask the owner's permission before touching his guide dog._
It is inappropriate to tempt or offer
tasty morsels to the guide dog: The
owner looks after the dog's diet very
car fully. The an ima l is w<'ll fecl an<l

'Does someone

have to die?'
"'

does his job most effic'iently when the
recommended diet is followed.
To keep your pet d~g fror:n interfering with the work of a gmde dog,
keep it on a leash and under co11.trol in
the vicinity of a dog guide.
Louise Friderici
Coordinator for Handicapped
Student Services

Editor:
Last year, a lady's trailor and all of
her belongings burned to the ground in
Un ion Park. So what? Well, the fire
department could not respond because
it was out at the FTU dorms answering
a fake call. Last Friday, someone set
off a smoke bomb in the Administration Building's elevator shaft
causing the fire department to rush out
here.
Apparently, some people ignore the
fact that by pulling fire alarms, calling
in bomb threats, and so forth, they are
endangering innocent lives and
property. Many people in the United
States have been killed when they were
struck by speeding emergency vehicles.
Does someone have to die in Orlando
before UCF students become a little
more responsible? Wasn't that lady's
trailor enoµgh?
There is only' one place for someone
that would risk other people's lives and
property--jap .
A. Ray Miller

Pat on the fanny .a legal problem
Editor:
·
In discussing with students and faculty colleagues the problems inherent in a
s'i tuation such as the one being discussed iri connection with the UCF Student
Financial Aid office I have noticed a major misconception.
If, in fact, a UCF employee did "pat on the fanny" a student or a staff employee,
that is not just an administrative problem; it may also be a legal problem. An unprivileged personal contact by an employer, supervjsor or fellow employee ca n
constitute sexual harassment: Sexual harassment is not just ugly; it is illega l. Each
of us has a legal right to be free of unpriviledged personal contacts in our employm~nt and educational environments. If a student, staff employee, or faculty
member believes t hat he or she is being subjected to sexual harassment, he or she
should run--not walk--to the nearest attorney, legal aid office or Eq·u al Employment Opportunity Commiss~on office. If sexual harassment is found to have
occurred, the individual and/or the institution may be subject to legal penalties .
Since I have no personal' knowledge of the situation in the UCF Financial Aid
Office, I offer no opinion as to the specific situation. I do know that sexual
harassment is a serious problem 'in today's society, and it deserves serious treatment.
Patrida Win_n Ca:rter, J.D.

~
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SURE DO,
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FRIENDLY PEOPLE 1

LISTEN, SEA WORLD
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LOOKING FOR PEOPLE

• WHO WA'NT TO GROW
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PARK ATMOsPHERE.
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Beat the sun
with ·famous
Sunsensor®
glasses.
Sunglasses for men and women with special
scratch resistant lenses that adjust to changes in
light intensity in 6 seconds. Great styles and colors.
Orig. $14 to $18.
t,

...

Meet Buddy Mason.
Roberts Sunglasses fashion consultant,
Buddy Mason, will be in our store ...

·special 7 .88

with coupon.

·······················································•••&••·•

•

•

I

This coupon entitles bearer to
the special low price of 7.88 on

Friday, Feb. 16th - 4 to 8 p.m.

.:
:
.•
I

Sunsensor® glasses

Qnd
Sat., Feb. 17th - 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.

(plus initials at no extra charge.)

He will monogram your new ~unsensor® glasses .
for you at no extra charge. Your initials or those
of a friend for gift giving: ·

Offer effective Friday and
Saturday, Feb ..16 and 17 only!
···~····~····················································

Tr~CPenney
.

WINTER PARK MALL

. -

®

wwroww ORLAN
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SENATE ACTION
Measures of 1st Reading
---Measures on 1·st Reading--Bill 11-42 lnt_roduced by Ron Jakubisin: A bill alloc,ating $75.00
for senate grip~ _and iflformation s~~sions.

Special One Year Anniversary Party!

Bill 11-43 Introduced by Ron Jakubisin:· A bill allocating $500 for a
Baja Buggy.

Bill 11-44 Introduced by Jim Soukup and James Blount: A bill
aHocat_ing $300 for travel to the Arnold Air Society.
Bill 11-4·5 1.ntroduced by Jim Soukup and James Blount: A bill
allocating $300 for travel to Angel Flight National Concave in St. Louis .
Bill 11-46 Introduced by Jim Soukup a~d James Blount: A bill
allocating $533. 70 to the \\'.:.C.F. water ski club for equipmer:it.
···Measures on 2nd Reading--Resolution 11-11 Introduced by Rob Rotter and Jim Soukup: A
resolution concerning the apportionment of the student senate.
Introduced by Rob Rotter: A resolution
re.questing the distribution -Of 4 student government typewriters to
various organizations.

Resolution 11-13

---Meeting of Feb. 8, 1979--,
Biil 11-37 Introduced by Victor Callazo, Mike Abernathy, and Mellissa Hamrick:
A bill whkh amends the Legislative Statutes requiring student senntors to maintain a grnd<'
point averngc of a 2.0 per .quarter.
Biil 11-38 Introduced by Doug White: A bill all9cating $100 to thc> B<'ta Alpha Ps.i act·mmting organizntion.
,
Bill 11-39 Introduced by Russ Crlspel and Rob Rotter: A hilr alt(wating $450 for
.
travel to enrichment program for ~al education majors.
Biii 11-40 Introduced by Ron Jakubisin and James Blount: A bill allocating $250
for Rick Fnrlc>v.
Resolution i 1-12 Introduce~ by Jim Soukup: A resolution concerning the recogniton
elf a 1/-iStuc.knt Government AssoC'intion at South Orlando Resident Center.
Biil 11-41 Introduced by Ron Jakubisin: A bill allocating $200 to send a member of
the pt>er rottRCiH.ng committee to a confrr<'llC<' in L.A. .

If you have any questions regarding any of the above pieces of legislation, contact Armond..o
Payas, V.P. student body at 275-2191.

Abernethy
Baker
Blount
Callahan
Clevinger
Collazo
Crispell
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Friday and
Saturday night
Feb.16& ·17
Tickets on
Sale at 11 :45
Show starts
12:15
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. Free Rocky
Hor.ror Bumper
Stickers to the
first 100 customers
each night!

~
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THIS IS THE ARMY 1979 !.

CENTRALIZED SERIVICES
I
HAS TICKETS TO
If YOUR KNIGHT LIFE!
GET TICKETS FOR THE ROCK-a-THON!
24 hours of rock 'n' roll starting from 9p.m. to 12p.m. at the

Orlando, Sports Stadium. 15 bands will be featured. Tickets
are on sale for 3.50---limited offer!

Theatre Tickets.-.

Reg.

Once Upon a Stage
Theatre on Park
Musicana

12.00
6.25 & 7.50
10.QO

DISCOUNT
9.00
5.00
9.00

Movie Tickets
GC'nC'ral Cinema
Plaza Rocking Chai'r
E astC'rn F C'dC'ra 1
IntC'rstatC' 6
WomC'tco-Park East' & West
GrC'at SouthC'rn Music H a ll t rnm·i•-.<onl )·I
UnivC'rsitv Drive In
Gra1wfru.it Classical Theatre
Busch Gardens

3.00
3.00.
3.00
3.00
3.00
.3.00
3.00
4.50
7.80

·1.75
1.75
1.50
1.75
1.75
1.25
1.25
3.00
6.00

Please remember that you are limited to two tickets per .1-D. per purchase.
An Army of oppo~tunity awaits qualified young men and-women. It's
an Army of education, an Army for job skills and experience. It's an
Army of challenges and travel with good pay. Now it's an Army with
a new two year option. Make the "action com:iection" with your
local recruiter now.

1011 E. Colonial Drive
Orlando, Fl. 32803
(305) 898-2769 or 898-2760

Other Services
Consumer Union
Off Campus Housing
TravC'l Board
Community Agency Referral Service
Babysitting Referral-We need babysitters!
Typing Referral-IF you arC' interest~d in typi.ng for some c•xtra monC'v :
('OJ11e into S.G . and fill out a form.
·

Located in V.C. 217. Hours are 9-4 M-F. Call 27.5-2191 for
more information.

Join.the people whdve·joined the Anny.

All Services Available To Students, Faculty, & Staff.

gh(8

ouality care
Family Planning

· 'ftoc
.

clinic

(<)1 . .

. ._,linic

ABORTION SERVICES

,

Unexpected Pregnancy
Alternative Counseling
Free Pregnancy Testing

BIRTH CONTROL CLINIC
Qualified Physician Gynecologists
Individual Confidential Counseling

Phone: 628-0405
·2233 Lee Road, Suite 101
Winter Park
Established 1973. Physician Managect ·
Orlando-4rea Chamber of Co~merce
WJnter Park Chamber of Commerce

•

.;>

5101 E. Colonial Dr. ·

273-8500

I

AN EATING & DRINKING ,
ESTABLISHMENT
• SEAFOOD • PRIME RIB
• ITALIAN FOOD •

Since 1795 we've welcomed
.our guests with our best.
· Atraditional taste of ·
Cuervo·Gold..
Visitors to .Cuervo have always been
.
greeted in a special way. ·
They're met at the gates and invited inside to experience the unique ta_ste of Cuervo Gold.
· This is the way we've said rrwelcome"for more than 180
years. And it is as traditwnal as Cuervo Gold itself.
For this dedicatwn to traditwn is what makes Cuervo .
GQld truly specia.l. Neat, on the rocks, ivith a splash of soda,
in a perfect Sunrise or Margarita, Cuervo Gold will bring
you back to a time when quality ruled the world.

Late.Nite Disco
Sun. - Ladies Nite
Mon. - 2 for 1 Nite
Tues. - Ladies Nite
Wed. - 2 tor 1 Nite
Thurs. • Dance Contest • Prizes

Cuervo. The Gold st~~~~ sine~ 17?5.

'!

t ~:1

. . ~!tjft,/
-l-L.... . ,

CUERVO ESPECIAL® TEQUILA..80 PROOF. IMPORTED AND BOTTLED BY' © 1978 HEUBWN, INC .. HARTFORD, CONN .

Conimuters
Faculty-Staff

.

1

Univ. of Central Fla.'s
SOUTH ORLANDO CENTER
on its 20 acre South Orlando Campus
offers
.1 979 SPRING CLASSES .
for FRESHMAN thru GRADUATE students
Course No.

P.~.

Title

Time/Day

BUSINESS

Ticket. Books
$10 value

t

on sale for
$9 plus tax .·

10% Savings
Purchase Frorri Cashier
V.C. Cafeteria
Redeelllable in V.C.
Cafeteria Only.
Special Purchase Price
Opportunity Ends Feb. 23rd
No Time Limit On Redemption

ACC 2304 3 Financial Accounting I
BUL 3111 3 Legal Environm.e nt of Bus.

6-9Wed
6·9 Thurs

EDUCATION (see off-campus se.;tion)
EVY 3062
EVT3063
EVT4003
EGC6938
PET6938

EVT 3366
EVY 3815
EVY 3367
.
EVY 5260
3 Overview of Education
4 ST: Counselor Renewal
4 ST: Physiology of Health
/

EVY 5267
EVT6265
6-9Tues
6·10 Mon
6-10Thurs

ENGINEERIN(;
OCE 1012 4 Oceanography and Space
Call Soc
Graduate level courses on TV tape

6-10 Mon

HUMANITIES & FINE ARTS
.ENC 1135 3 Exploring Literature thru.Writing
AMH 34_21 4 History of Fla. to 1845
· REL 2302 . 4 World Religions

6-9Tues
6·10Tues
6-10Wed

NATURAL SCIENCES
ST A 2014 4 Principles of Statistics
Zoo 1020 .3 Biology of Man (color TV tapes)
2·5 M, 7·10 T, R, 6·9 W

6·8M-W

SOCIAL SCIENCES
POS 2041
PSY 3930
SOC 2000
SOC 3150

4
4
4
4

ENC 1103
PSY 2014
HSC 3328
HSC 3930

4
4
3
4

.American National GovernmerJt
ST: Parapsychology
General Sociology
Criminology

6'!'10 Mon
6·10 Wed ·
6·10 Thurs
6-10 Mon

NAVAL TRAINING CENTER (NTC) ·.
Composition I
General Psychology II
U.S. Health Care Systems
ST: Organ & Mgnt for Health Agencies

6-10 Mon
6-10 Wed
6·9 Thur
6·101ues

If you-take ONLY SOC courses you can REGISTER by PHONE
SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS In Orlando Central Park
7300 Lake Ellenor Drive
On South Orange Blossom Trail
Ph. 855-0881
DR. R. C. HARDEN, DIRECTOR
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flip, Bounce, Cyrus
flip and bounce way
to fame and fortune
by Joe Kilsheimer
managing editor

·

It's not every day you meet three guys named Flip,
Bounce and Cyrus who spend most of their time
doing somersaults, juggling or just plain fall ing
down, but then I haven't been to a circus in about ten
years.
Together, these three clowns, (if you will pardon
the· expression) call themselves the .. Locomotion
Circus. " Locomotion. explained Bounce, comes from
looking in a thesaurus for a synony-m to the word
motion." "I saw locomotion and that was it," said
Bounce. "I didn't have to look any more."
Their repertoire takes many · f~rms. At times they
perfo'r m an "aero-dance" which combines their
talents as acrobats with a jazz dance routine. Other
times they resort~d to pure vaudevilllian tactics, using
a lot of slapstick humor.
Flip compliments this part of the act perfectly with
his Charlie Chaplin get-up and mannerisms.
One sketch which they call "Macho Men" is pure
Chaplinesque. Flip, complete vyith bowler hat and
painted moustache plays a silent tramp while Cyrus
takes on the appearance of a macho cowboy,
reminiscent of one of the Village People characters.·
"Boy!'! bellows . the macho man . "I. am going to
teach you how to qo a back flip."
·
"Who, me," pantomines the tramp.
"Sure bov," the macho man mars back. "All vou
have to d.o {s put your hands up in the air, swing them
around with a great force and flip yourself over."
After several uncoordinated attempts to swing his
arms, the tramp jumps into the air and lands with the ·
characteristic grace. of an albatross.

•

The Locon;iotion Circus juggles their way through another performance.
The audience roared its approval.
The Locomotion Circus got its start about five
years ago in Amherst Mass. where Bounce and Cyrus
were students at the University of Massachussetts.
Both were training to be teachers, but when
graduation came around, the prospects of finding a
teaching job didn't exactl y excite them, and they tried
mdking a living as jugglers. Flip joined the troupe
about two years later while Cyrus and Bounce were
teaching at the Ringling Bros. School for Clowns.
"I started doing comedy spring-board diving in
high school and ~ found I ,..c ould make people laugh

Thorogood's new album
gives you your money's worth
There's not a whole lot vou can sav
about "Life For The Tak.ing". Eddi«:i
Monev's second album. It's certainlv
not a. bad album, it's got its share e;f
good songs, but for the most part it
plods along without much variety .
· The reason whv Monev's album
seems unexciting i~ beeaus~ I've been listening to another new release by a
· morr
obscure
artist~
George
Thorogood and the Destroveres.
They've released their second aibum,
· "Movp It On Over", and listening to it
is like finding an old box of treasure.
All the tunes on Thorogo9d's album
are ·covers of one's bv other artists, but
chances are vou've ~ever heard of anv
of them. Th~ music is fresh, inspired
and played well. The headline of thr
back cover liner notes proclaims
"Rockin' Rhvthm 'n' Bluc-s" and that is
a most apt. drscription of · thr LP.
Thorogood <·ovc-rs old classics like'
"Who .. Do You l,.ove", "Cocainr
Blues", "So Much Trouble" and
Chuck Berry's "It Wasn't Mc-." Thr
best song on the album, though, is the
title tune, "Movr It On OvC'r" whi<·h
opens side oil.e .. The song grabs you by
both ears and knocks you out of your

seat (or on to your teet). A listener who
becomes disinterested listening to this
is a hopeless case.
While
Thorogood
is
g1vmg
rrvitalized treatments of older tunes,
· Money doesn't try to do anything very
diffrrent at all on· his album. At times
hr sotmds as plndding as Foreigner's
worst stuff, just heavy metal rehash .
Other times though he comes up with a
melodious tune that really pleases,
such as "Can't Keep A Good Man
Down" and "Maureen." "Mavbe I'm
A Foo1' 1 and "Love The Wav Y~u Love
Mr" also ring a hit potential. In fact,
· I'd be surprisrd if Money doesn't have
two or three hits from this · album .
Apparently though, that's· all he's
striving fer at this point in time, cont(•nt to b<' j~t anothrr platinum hitmah'r.
MavbP that's fin<\ to bP another onP
of the sc•vrnties' rol'k idols, making hit
afkr hit and gptting your pietun' on
th<' b<•droom walls of te•c•nage girls.
But as long as groups Iike GPorge
Thorogood and the Dc'stroven•s car<'
about the• music the•y.'n• playing, that's
where my Pars will I><'.
Re)('kin' rhvthm 'n' blue's!

Winners named in Phi Beta Lambda Contest
In the Phi Beta Lambda Valmtirws:
furid raising project, first place wmt to
Carol Larro who · will sded gifts
valued at $50. ThP second plac<' wmt
to Belinda Hedick who will sele'd gifts
valued to $40. The third place winnc'r·
was Dr. Glen Fardig who will s<'i~d
gifts valued at $30.
"
Each contestant. for the price of 2S
cents. was given a · chance' to guC'ss tlw
number of hearts in a jar. Th<' numbN

of h('a rts in th<' jar was 706 1.
The' mml<'\' c•arned from the' <"ontC'st
will h<'ip smd nwmlwrs of Phi Beta
Lambda to state• compdition wh<'rc'
they will <·omp<'t<' in se'\'e•ral ar<'as of
busine's.
Phi Bda Lambda is a busi1wss
frah'rnity whi<"h is open to all businC'ss
majors. The\' m<'d c've·n· Tuesday afterr.10011 at . 4:00 in ti~<' Class1:oom
Building. room I 13.

•
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doing that. When I got out of college, I really didn ' t
feel like teaching and I had some friends at Ringling
Bros., and that's where I met Bounce and Cyrus,"
says Flip.
All those acrobatics don't come naturally though,
they each work out a minimum of three hours a day
to keep in shape. Combined with the long hours of
tr~~ vel they put in, that makes for a very· regimented
schedule. ·"Friday, we have to be in Wqmingtion,
North Carolina and Mon~ay w e are supposed to be in
T exas says Flip. "It's kind of hard working out after
driving that far."

Concert Listings -

-- ..

Feb. I 7 - Santana, Eddy Money, Curtis Hix9n Hall/Tampa
·Feb. 23 - Atl~nta Rhythm Section, Orlando Sports Stadium
Feb. 26 - Paul Stookey, Great Southern Music Hall/Orlando
March 9 - Judas Priest, Great South.e m Music Hall/Orlando

.

March 10 - Maynard·Ferguson, Great Southern Music Hall/Orlando
March 11 - Rush, UFO, Curis Hixon Hall/Tampa
March 13 - Styx, The Babys, I,,akeland Civic Center
March 14 - Styx, The Babys, Lakeland ~ivic Center/Soldout

'A Doll's House' presented b.y UCF theater
The UCF TheatPr D~partment will present Henrik Ibsen's "A Doll House"
bPginning this weekend in the Science Auditorium.
·
The play, first performed a century . ago, is the classic story of one woman's
lilwr:- '·="n. In. the UCF productio11 John Maynard plays the part of Torvald
Holnwr and Cmdy Harper plays Nora. Other main characters are Ralph Bormet as
Dr. Rank, Ch<·nC'y Roberts as Mrs. Lindr, Chuck Aitken as Neal Krogstad, Sally
Mac:Arthur as Ann Marie and Stephani(• Grelko as Helene. Julia Sargis is the
dirc'dor of the production.
Th<' play will be' ·1 m·scntrd tonight, tomorrow, Sundav, and Feb. 22-24.
ThC' shows will start at 8:30 p.m. C'ach night and are. fr<'e to UCF stuclcnts with
thC'i r l.D. c:arcl. Adm ission ~or the' g<'nera·I public will be' $2 .50 .

African exhibit.opens in art gallery
To mark thC' op<'nil'lg of a 1-ie·w art exhibition, thC' UCF Art De•partnwnt is sponsoring a gue•st Sf)('aker F°'.C'b. 18 at 8 p.m. in Room 313 of th<' Humaniti<'S and Fin<'
Arts Building.
"
l.'C'during will bC' historian Dr. RolH'rt Po~· nc·r. His topic. "Art as a mattC'r of
Lile- ancl DC'alh,' will <'oincid<· with tlw Art Dcvartnwnl Calle'rv's <'xhihit. "ConCC'pts of Se·lf in African Art."
·
Th<' c'xhibit is an <'XtC'nsivC' ('ollc'dion put togdhC'r I)\· th<' UnhTrsitv of Florida
Art Mwwum. It fC'atur<'s srnlptur<' and photographic eli~plays (photogr:aphs ;is supporting material) clo1w b~· thC' 1woplc- of Afri<'a.
.
Tlw IC'dllrc' is fr<'<' to <'\'C'r~·onc'. ThC' Art DC'partnwnt CallC'n· is lo<'a!C'cl on tlw
third floor of tlw I IF.'\ B11ilcling and is opc·n dnring r<'g11lar b11si1~c·ss hours.

-1
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Senate gives $250 to Rick Farley f~nd
by Mary Wilson

Debate over the bill centered on the
question of allocating senate funds to a
In its Feb. 8 meeting, the Student
private cause. Student Body Pres.ident '
Senate passed four bills allocating a
Mark Omara argued against the bill,
total of $1,~)43.20 from the Senate
citing passage as .a bad precedent.
Working Fund.
Though acknowledging Farley's need
The measure receiving the most
for aid, Omara later commented, "I ·
debate on the senate floor was Bill l ldon't like giving the arbitrary sum of
40 donating $250 to the Rick Farley
$250 from Senate funds as a gift to a
fund. The fund was established to help
private citizen. I would prefer a
defray the $11,000 hospital costs of
_resolution of support, or organiziaing
Rick Farley, a UCF student who was
a senate fund Faising drive." Sen. Jim·
struck by a c-ar last November and now . Blount argued that the merits of a case,
lies in comatose at ·a Tampa hospital.
not . precedents, should determine the
1taff writer

judgement of the Senate.
· During the bifl's debate an amendment · increasing tne·-· ·ano.e.tiori to
$1,000 was proposed by Sen. Dave
Lenox. Though Sen. Ron J akubisin
supported ao al1ocation, he opposed
the all).endment feeling the large sum
would make passage impossible. The
amendment was defeated and a $250
allocation was passed with 15-yes, 6no, and 4 abstentions .
The remaining allocation bills
passed in the Feb. 8 meeting partially
fu_n d travel expenses for _various com-

T~e Student Senate recognized the Student Governmen.t
Association of the UCF South Orlando Resident Center at
t heir meeting Feb. 8. The South Or lando campus joins those
in Daytona Beach and · Brevard in achieving senate·
recognition.
·
At present the representative body of the South Orlando
campus is a five member comittee. According to. Sen. Susan
Huggins, a sponsor of the re~olution recognizing the center,
the purpose of the committee "is to set up a charter and hold
I·
el ections after the spring quarteF."
~------- . Once the resident center is recognized, jt has a ·great ~h~nce

I
Senate moves..
to recognize

SORC rep. S

•

•
•

~eh.

. of receiving Activlty and Service Fee funding. The A&SF
fund is collected from the tuition q_f al! students enro.lled at
any UCF campus and is the basis of budget allocations made
by the Student Senate.
According to Huggins, before recognition the South
Orlando Center w as entitled to 4 7 percent of the A&SF funds
issuing exclusively from its campus. As a recognized
legislative body, the center's committee is now entitled to
representation on the A&SF committee wh~ch ,determines
budgeting. The center will have a better opportunity to in.crease the amount and type of financing it receives.

Happy Va_lentine's Dcly -

Rohert Coady Band ·

17-92
Fern Park

. Senate, page 13._

To The little Sisters
of the ·
Maltese Cross

~'Pite~er Nite"Mon.., Tue., We•.~ -•2.00_t~~ers fronj 8.-1t
·-

mittees and organizations on campus.
They are:
.
• Bill 11-38 allocating $100 to the Epsilon Gamma Chapter of Beta Alpha
Psi,
a
national
accounting
organization. The money will send one
UCF member to the organization's
national. meeting on Feb. 22-24.
• Bill 11-39 providing $493 .20 to help
charter busing for UCF Physical
Education majors attending a state
conference comprised of physical

16th an• 17th

The Brothers

Jim Trent Ban4

of

F,h. 21st - 24th

Alpha Tau·Omega

ROCK-A-THON
The 24 "Hoar Roe• Around The Cloe•

>

'

··aocKPARTV
·· ,ts Top Reelc and •• -fhnps
.Ap,a 11.&t4, 9:00p.•. ~Tl t2:00 p.tl. Saltriav
-· ·
At Tiie Orlaa•o SllOffs Stadi111
.. .

Some of the er•~· are·

The Rohert Ceacly .Bantl
8.F.O.
Dark T°"" Pokeri Cluh

· cactus
Clutch

'

The S011f-. Baitl
The Baek-11-Wing Banfl

J

:•

;

..

,

Fa·ntasia·
The.,1
Merrill Brothers

......
,

·of.

· ·And So11e Surprise·Oroi•i To Be Announced. A U11ited Amo11nt ·of
Student Discount tiekets are·Available till March ·9th ·or When :Allotted
Ticltets are Sold-out. Tickets are Available through Centralized Ser"ices for *3.SO - limff Mo per student with 1.D. Tickets are *9.00 at
the Gate and fla of the Show.

;-

'

..
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Libl'Cll'J~--------~·------sh_o_r-ta_g_e_a_l_l_ov_e_r_c_a_m_p_u_s-.--------------ad_d_e_d--th_a_t_t-he__a_d_m_i_n -is-t r_a_ti_·o_n_w- a-s_a_l-so- -----------------------this problem over a year ago, has been
studying all the alternatives to the
lessening of reading space and the
practice of shelving books on the floor.
"But none of them," said LaBrake,
"are consiqered good."
There is planning underway to increase the library's size but the
solution is several years in the future.
One solution, said LaBrake, was to
get the non-library people and other
departments out of the library. But
such actfon was described by LaBrake
as not being viab!e because of space

"Although," said LaBrake,
a
couple of classrooms would help as a
place to put some books. What we
really need is the first and second
floors ," shP said.

aware of the situation but their level of
concern was not known.
LaBrake said they have considered
pulling off the shelves little-used books
or boxing the new books. Putting new

O~HI~~
~·
.
ffiB~ij _
~ .' \
~~~

~. ·IMPORTED
.DELI SANDWICHES .
BEER '

.

.iWINE . .
LUNCH SPECIAL 11-3

--~~NDWIC.H 'N DRA"
Y/...-.r1IJ'.Pllt1$1.70
GAME ROOM '
JO. - 8 BREWS°<)N TAP .

:

-~~5¢ DRA" 4-6
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Across From UCF ' ·

275-3052

KEO

•

BEER
PIZZA
&

FOR VOUR HOUDAV PARTY
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r
'
.
.
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,
,
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DELIVERED 7 DAYS A WEEK

.

(ALOU STORE OllL1)
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-------'.}~
z·
I: -.£
3604 ALOMA AVE. l/

WINTER PARK

. ~-

671·3553

~1H11··
11

898-2454

Auto Insurance
Compare Our Services
,,,. Low, Low Rate
,,,. Everybodys Credit Good
,,,. No Interest Charged

Say a lot abotJt yourself See the ArtCarved Representative
without "saying a WOfd. Deposit required. Ask about Master Charge or Visa.
This new, distinctive ArtCarved collection gives you the
choice beyond the traditional. Select styles, stones and
options that make your ring distinctively yours . Each of
these different college rings says something different.
Choose the one that speaks for you.

close & convenient - Right
acroH from Winter Park ·
Tag Office at 1207
·o range Ave. la Winter Park

date: February 21-23 10:00- 3:00
place: Village Center

Michael H. Barnes
Auto Insurance
628-5255
After Hours
293-5119 .

University of Central Florida Bookstore

Senate - - : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - f r o m page
education workshops and enr-i chment
studies. The conference will be in
Miami March 2 and 3.
• Bill 11-41 allocating $200 to help
meet travel costs to a Peer Counseling
Seminar in Los Angeles. A committee
is now investigating the prospects of
peer counseling at UCF and believes
sending a representative should save
·m onths of research time. One commit-
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family . Donations may be mailed to Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity, Box 26296,
University of Central Florida, P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Fla., 32816; or to Henry
Allcott, 354 Strawberry Fields, Apt. 354 , Winter Park , Fla. , 32792. Checks should,
·
be made out to Ri.ck Farley _Fund.

t P.e member will attend the semmar
F e b . 22 - 24 .
. Other legislative action inclµded
the defeat oLB.ill 11-37 requiring that
student senators maintain at least a 2.0
grade average per quarter enrolled, or
be considered resigned. A right of appeal was added to the proposal', but the
bill was nonetheless voted down by a 6yes, 21-no margin.

s1.00'

'1.00

LAMBDA OHi ALPHA FRATERNITY

CARWASH
SATURDAY

PKA establishes fund
to help brother's bills

FEBRUARY 17,1979 10:00AM-3:30PM
~uy )'.OUr tickets from

any Lambda Chi •lrother

REDEEMABLE AT EITl-ER

Pi Kappa Alpha -fra-ternitY is ~po~~;;htg festivities a:t Lake Claire March 3 to raise
money for an injured member's steep hospital bills.
Rick Farley, 24, former president of PKA, has been unconscious since he was hit
by a car Nov. 10 .
.
.
.
The fraternity is arranging a cookout and games at. the lake and will exchange
tickets for donations. Tick~ts will be sold by members two weeks before the
cookout.
Anyone who can help with the cookout or can provide paper plates, cups or food
and drinks is encol;lraged to contact Henry Allcott (677-0021) or Dr. Pete Fis.her,
assistant dean of meh (275-2751).
...:
Proceeds from the cookout and other donations will be placed in a speci~l ac- - c·o unt at the Orlando Com Bank until a lump sum can be given to the Farley .

COL.JJ•-1 I AL & SEM~AN
SHELL STAT"ION .
.5 705 E. COLCJ\IIAL DR.

LOCATI~

HERN~

EXXCJ\I

STATI~

3800 E. CC:X...CJ\IIAL DR.

Av_oiding,
Future
·shock

Feeling a Little
Pressure to Choose
·A Career???

.Why think about life insurance and .estate planniflg_now
.while you're young? Because the best way to avoid
fin·~mcial crisis in your leisurely yea'rs is to effectively
. ruan~ge your most productiye years. Th~ older. you get,
't he m.;re it costs to protect your fa~ily and business.
lour.Fidelity Uniori Life estate planner can show you
how .to prepare for a_secure future·.- now~
.

How about counseling?
·How about testing?

Call the Fidelity Un~oii. Field. Associate
in your area:

Developmental Center
Dorm C, Room 116
Phone 275-2811

Fi9el~

<~'ORLANDO AG'iNCY''

.830-1326

I
I
I

Walt Disney Company will be ·cas~ing people for
their exciting Easter parade. The costumes require
persons of athletic a.nd/or strong physical stature.
The auditions will be held Sunday, February 25
and Sunday, March 4 from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Persons · interested will particip~te in a short
movement exercise, no previous musical or acting
experience require!-1.

I
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Iii IV)wy Wortd.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY E~LOYER

1 •

HV"~;.:1 n . ;or '~\~V

I

an equa.I opportunity employer

............... •

Auto Insurance
For College Students

I.
I

Minimum age is 16. Social Security card and
verification of age is· required.

Walt Disney World,

Mastei: .

•I···~·--·~··--·
Good News About

EASTER PARADE AUDITIONS

Auditions will be held at. the Center Building
cafeteria lc.>cated eight miles north on Rt. 535 from
the 1-4, Lake Buena Vista exit. The first left turn
' past the Casting Building entrance.

COilege ·

Lhuontife

I

•••
•
I
I

••
••

i

We'd like to insure your car. Why?
Because we specialize in providing auto
insurance for young drivers. ·
·
Who are we? Criterion Insurance
Company is a dependable, financially
strong company offering you important
.benefits like these: conven~ent payment
plans, country-wide claim service, driver
training discounts ~nd a wide choice of
coverages to protect you and your car.
.Like to know more? Call or visit us
today for a free, personal rate quotation
and complete information. There.'s no
obligation, of course. And we'll be glad
to answer your questions about auto
insurance.

=·

I
I

I
!
I
I

I

CALL.6 45-1488
JIM RICHARDSON
3131 CORRINE DR., ORLANDO; FLA.

~Criterion
I•
Insurance Company
I
I
.
·-······~~IP_ANI) SAVE-TIDS
Home Ortlc-c: Washtniiton. D.C.

AD'11•• .• .
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T-bo~l likely_
home

ot UCF football team

He mentioned St. Leo College and
Ft. Lauderdale Business College as
definite· competitors. ~he UCF team ·
may also play the JV teams of several
Florida . l A teams, the highest
<'lassification.
_ "We hope to h~ve. eight total gamesi
this fall," OrLeary said .."I can't wait!" ·
To start the football . program,
O'Leary said he needs to rais'e $50,000
to $60,000.
O'Leary ~aid hP- has been trying. to

If plans for a UCF football program
go through, th~ team will probably
play home games in the Tangerine
Bowl this fall, s·aid Dr. Jack O"Leary;
director of athletics.
Miles Wilkins of the O_rlando Sports
Cop.1plex Authority has readily agreed,
said O'Leary.
The team will compete with colleges
in Florida and the southeast oh the
Division III level, which is the lowest
dassification.

generate financial support in the
community since December.
The Orlando Chamber of Commerce, which inclu.des business people in
the community, has promised to support the idea I 00 percent, .O'Leary
said.
To secure funds from the business
community, Sen. George Stuart is
sponsoring a fund raising luncheon to
which . members of the business .
co1!1munity are invited.

O'Leary approached officials at tl:ie
Orlando Naval Training Center and
· promised them military rates for game
tickets. "They have said they are
behind us all the way."
·
O'Leary has also secured support
from the media. For the next two to
·three months, he said, WDBO and
· WKIS radio stations will issue broadcasts urging the public to support the
UCF football team and buy season
tickets.

Rollins blows out
Knight's Torch

For the first time in Sunshine ·state Conference history, it does not appear that the
Knights have a clear shot at the conference title. The R~llins T~rs stepped ~n Monday night to muddy the waters and hand the Knights their second conference loss,
110-89.
.
The Knights defense played like the littl e boy who tried to stop the leaky dam
with one finger. After trying to stymie the Tar's one way, another Rollins player
.
would break away to dump two more through the hoop. ·
It. proved too much for the Kn ights despite the scoring efforts of Division II
national scoring leader Bo Clark who scored 34 points to maintain bis 32:4
aver?ge. Cleveland Jackson scored 19 points and Gerald Tones added 12.
Rollins was led by Kyle Rich with '37 points and 18- rebound~. Larry Crouch
·
followed with 18 ppints.
. The loss dropped the Knights to a 5-2 record in conference play and 16-5
overall. RoJlins now leads the conference by a half-game with a 6-2 conference
record.
The loss will also presumably drop the Knights from their No. 3 national
ranking in the Division II poll.
The Knig~ts were scheduled to play Florida Southern University last night. The
two teams were tied behind Rollins in the conference.
UCF meets St. Leo Saturday at home at 7:30 p.m .

•••••
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Leading Division II scorer Bo Clark looks hard for a shot over the
tough Rollins defense Mo~day night in a depressing loss to a crosstown rival.
·
·

Don't miss it!
• Any prospective student-athlete football
player for UCF is encouraged to attend a
meeting March 2 at 3:00 p.m. in Education
Bldg. 125.
Dr. Jack O'Learv, director of athletics. will
discuss plans for forming a football team and
the details of participating in the.program
students should bring open.

Knight Stats, Monday, Feb. 12 ·

- _..,,,

R~lllns (110): Mahoney 5 O·O 10, Campbell 4 0-0 8, Rich 13 11·13·37, Crouch 9 0-1 18, Fiser 6 1-2 13, Colllng 2 0-0 4

Durkee 5 2·412, Callaway 10-02, Zyburt 2 2-5 6. Totals: 47 16-25.
'
UCF (89): Jackson 7 5·6 19, Clark 13 S.1134, Jones 4 4-4 12, Krull 13.45, Nix 3 O·O 6, James O O·O o, Mekarskl o O·O
0, Lemon 0 0-0 O, Stephens 3 2-3 8, Haas 0 O·O 0, Davis 2 1·3 5. Totals: 33 23-32.
Halftime scores: UCF 42, Rolllns 13; Fouls: UCF 26, Rolllna 27; Fouled out: Fiser, Nix.

Ladies shorn by
Florida Gators
by Neal Bowen
sports writer

• The UCF women netters play at home
todav at 2 p.m. against Stetson, Sundav at
home at 10 a.m. against Florida State
University and Tuesday against Flagltfr awav
at 2 p.m. .
.
·
• The men's wrestling team is hosting the
National Regional Tournament todav and
Saturday in the UCF gym. Matches -begin
today at 3 p.m.
• UCF men's tennis has two home matches
next week - Wednesday with Flagler College
and Thursdav with the Universitv of South
Florida.
.
·

• Th<· Knights try to improve their record
in a bnsketball contest with St. l.,.eo Saturdav
in the UCF gym at 7:30 p.m. They wiil
challenge Eekerd Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. away.

•'The Lady Knights wil1 host the ·statt•
Basketball Tournament Wednl'sday through
Saturday.Feb. 21-24 in the UCF gym during
the after~ns.
• Ticloots for the men's SSC Baskt•thall
Tournamimt go on sale today in th<' Atbk>tk
Busines{Office (Educ. 1.61). The rnst is t3
for adults and $2 for students. UCF student
IDs wilhiot be honored at the door.
The tuurna~ent begins in the UCF gym
Saturday, February 24 with two games. at
6:30 and 8:30. Sunday games an' scheduled
. for 3 and S p.m. with the C'hampionship
Monday even ing at 7:30. Saturdny and Sunday tickets are good for both game's.

The Lady Knights ran their win streak to 12 games before
Florida's Lady Gators descended from their large college
. sch~dule to tip them 78-73 in the UCF gym Tuesday night.
The Lady Gators race~ to a I 0-2 lead in the game's
opening minutes and were never behind, although the Lady
Knights, paced by Kristy Boston's 19 points, trailed by just
one with less than a minute left in the game. ·
UCF's, -L~ura Smith, who contributed 17 in the losing effort said simply, "I thought we played a good game." The
loss was UCF's fourth, against 16 wins.
'
The Lady Gators, led by Doreen Landolfi's game high 27
points, upped their record to 9-1 l. Florida's 78 are the most
points UCF has yielded this season.
Friday, the Lady Knights applied a newly learned full
court press to an over-matched University of Tampa ; and
crushed them 81 -37 . It was the third straight 40 point win
ma.rgin for Coach Nancy Sirmons' squad. Boston, one of
only two seniors on the team, l.ed the Ladies with 19 points
·
·
and l 0 rebounds. .
The Lady Knights ran the press again Saturday, but were
cold from the floor in a 54-44 ·vldory over Florid~ Southern.
Smith's 17 point led the team.
·
The Lady -Knights, who travel to Miami this week for the
Dade North Invitational will host the Florida Association to
Intercollegiate Athletics for Women State Tournament Feb. ·
_21-24 in the UCF gym. They will play against either Tampa
or Flagler. a UCF victim three times alrc>ady this.season.

..............
Kett BNwer/Fut...e
~night
.

Stats, Tuesday, Feb. 13

Flortdli (71): Biener 7 5-7 19, McKean 1 0-0 2, Hoyt 1 0-0 2, undolphl 13 1-2 27, Fl1her
7 2·2 16, Poorm.n 0 0-0 0, Bonner 6 0-2 12. Tobia: 35 B-13.
UCF (73): Smith 7 3-417, Frink 4 3· 411, Wiison I 0-0 16, Boston 9 1-6 19, Newaome
1 3-4i I, Wiison 2 0-0 4, Zlmmerm1n 0 0-0 O, Sprfncer 0 1·2 1. Totals: 3111·22.
Halftime scores: UCF 33, Florida 37; Foul1: UCF 13, Florida 20; Fouled out: Bonner. At·
tendlnce: 80.

Cindy F.rank puts up a jump shot for the Lady
Knights in their Tuesday night game with the
University of Florida. The La~ies lost to the Gators."
78-73.
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lntramurals

Run.for PEso·

Sports briets

Netters to
defend title

The Annual Intramur~l Tra~k and
Field Meet for men and women will be
held this Saturday on the new UCF
track at noon.
Late entries or substitutions will be
accepted up until the race so, if you
The UCF Men's Tennis team, sole
missed the sign-up ;rnd still want to champs in the history of the Sunshine
compete, report to the track at noon. State Conforence, are in Miami this
• There are individual events. Relay and weekend to defend that title. By a11 ac.. both team and individual entries will counts it will be tough. The Knights,
be accepted .
6th in NCAA Division II competition
" Intramural Results:
last year, have a single returning
.Soccer Final League Standings;
veteran, junior Tom Lucci.
Iran 6-0-0
SX 1-2-2
Coach Henry Brandon's team carries
Eagles 5-1-0
TKE II 1-3-1
·a 2-1 record to the tournament 1 with ;
PKA 3-2-1
XO 0-5-0
victories over Jacksonville and New
FS&S 3-3-0
Wowdies G-0-0 York's CW Post, but the loss was an 8KS 2-3-1
Tyes I 5-1-0
1 beating at the hands of SSC rival
KD 4-2-0
SAE 0-5-1
Rollins.
ZT A 3-3-0
LXA 0-5-1
Following the tourney, the Knights
TKE I 3-0-2
Tyes II 2-4-0
will play 17 consecutive home matHumps 3-0-2
DDD 0-5-0
ches, not leaving town again until
ATO 3-2-0
AXO 0-5-0
April.

Coordinator, Ivey's of Florida: Phone
644-8511 ext. 3S~i.
The first PESO "Runs for the Arts"
is held as a public sef'"'.ice to promote
running , health and fitness. All
proceeds will go to benefit the Florida
Symphony Society, Loch Haven. Art
Center, John Young Museum, Central
Florida Civic Theater anq the Council
of Arts and Sciences.

Kunners--get your jogging shoes out
and get ready for PESO's " Run for the
Arts," to be held Sat., March 3, at John
Young Museum and Planetarium at
Loch Haven Park.
A two-mile Fun Run will be field at
·7:30 a.m., and a 10,000 meter race
will begin promptly at 8:00 a.m. Cer.tificates, trophies, and medals will be
awarded to finishers in each age group.
The first 300 entries will receive visors,
an<l t-shirts will be awarded to a11 runners .
An additional special feature of the
PESO run is the participation of Gayle
Barron, one of the best distance runners in America and a CBS sportscaster
from Atlanta, Georgia .
Entry fee is $5.00 and must be postmarked by Feb . 23. Late entry fee is
$6.00. Entries are available at lvey's
Department Stores, Burger King, and
the Track Shack. For additional in-.
formation contact: Special Events

Booters make
Fla.· all s·t ate
Four UCF Boaters were selected
members of the All State Soccer team.
Forward Paul Nuzum and Randy
. Deshield take their places on the first
team. Lou Cioffi and Alex Penello help
compromise the second team.
Deshield was chosen for the second
year. This year he has also been named
"All-South" player by the National
Soccer Coaches Association.

Play offs;
Tyes over KD 2.-1 (overtime)
• Eagles over ATO 4-1
PKA over Humps 0-1
Iran over PKA 11-2
Eagles O\ler TKE I 4-3
Cha,mpionship;
Iran over Eagles 8-1
Wowdies over Tyes 4-3

•

. BASKETBALL
Humps over BSU 47-46
PKA Li I Sis over Z.T A 21-19
Bal_! Hawks over Hoops 47-46
KD ove r AXO 30-2
Psy Socks over Fossils 33-27
Forfeit over The Beavers 33-32
Rainbows over strajghts 35-30
Hawks over Humps II 36-34
Psy Socks over TKE"II 45-16
Humps over Daytona Connection 8847 .
Stingers . over The Great Ragoo (forfeit)
DDD over AXO 18-12
TILKS over BSU (forfeit)
Humps Lil Sis over KD 32-12
SX over Chi Phi 4 2-41
Tyes over ZT A 15-14
KS
over
SAE
37-33
Hawks over Bushwackers 59-37
PKA I over ATO 49-41
Humps II over ARR 51-32
PKA I over SX 49-48
Humps over TILKS 54-32

-----,I

r.--------------~r.-II
II
II
II

2201 E. Colonial Dr.
1115 W. Colonial Dr.
5507 W. Colonial Dr.
1919 S. Orange Ave.
6320 International Dr.
516 Altamonte Dr.
7135 S. Orange Blossom Trail
915 W. Vine St., Kissimmee

11

£""'"es.~

• eb. 2s, 191'9

with·this coupon

(CHEESE AND TOMATO EX TR Ai

A78"13
:$15.91
878-13
18.97
C78-13/1' 19.81
2C.34
E78-14
F78-14
21.17
G78-1"/15 22.36
H78-U/1,5 23.68
L78-15
25.31

·

Good In Orange, Seminole & Osceola counties.
•IEACH COUPCJN.REOUIRES SEPARATE PURCHASf I •

L

AR78-13
$29.97
BR78-13
31.83
ER78-1A
34.7'7
FR78-14/15 36.08
GR78-14/ 15 38.51
HR78-14/ 1S 39.68
JR-LR78-15 39.96

4 WHEEL D,RIVE
MULTI·TRACS

.IL

£""'"es: /:'eh

!CHEESE AND TOMATO EXT~Al

205d~

215ic14
215x15
225x15
230x15

$31.12 .
40.99
41.77
51.84
54.98
58.91
83.33
13.417
IS.ff
19.82
. ,79.99

RADIALS ARE

STEB.NDT~

UlllAleG'a
WllUtlllln
8R60. I 3
$42.32
FR6().14
.U.64
GR60-14,15 51.37
LR60·15

IOIPUIN

each set (4) of new WW
tires installed & 'Tbis CG.-

-------: =··..
· ($1.50 OFF EACH TH) . · ·

Ml?fll!Y back guaran!ee if lllllntt •.,

FREE

CREDiT

.. ·

:::-m:~·;

fLUSS~=:sl&T~

-

$2.00 MOUNTING. :_
STANDARD RIMS .. ,~, ·
KEYSTONE. ET · SAVI·• ·
ROCKET WHEELS TO... . - '

CAMPER TRUCK

Educational-Center ·

t~SAT~GRE·.

MCAT
classes now forming
Call Days Evenln1s Ii Weekends

Tampa (813) 98B-00~3
1092"1 N. 56th St.
Temple Terrace, Fl. 33617

DISCOUNT TIRE STORES COAST Y.O COAST
'ORLANDO-UNION PARK
11815 E. Hwy. 50 (At TUF Auto Parts)
Dail y & Sat. 8-6
_ PHQN~~670

DAttONA llACH

833 Volusia Ave.
(At Ferguson Pontiac in service dept.)
Mon . thru Fri . 8-5:30. Sat. 8-3
PHONE 252· 1850

LAKELAND

218 E. Memorial Blvd.

(At National Auto Service Centers)
Daily 8-5·30. Sat. B· 1
PHONE 682·3357

PLANT c1n

st. Rt. =39 & 1-4
"<At John·s FINA)
.
Open 7 days .a week & some eves.
PHONE 752·1091

Olll:.ANDO

1512 N. Mills
(Between Mills & Nebraska Lumber & Miami Rug}
Mon. Wed. Fri. 7:30-5:30: Tues & Thur 7:30-7.. Sat. 8·4
PHONE .89 ·8300 SUNDAY 10-4

ORLANDO·AZAUA PARK

"Se Habla Espanol" 647'N. Semor·an Blvd.

Mon. Tues. Thur. Sat 8-6; Wed&; Fri 8-8
PHONE 277-4212 SUN0AY 10-4

ORLANDO

Colonial & Orange Ave.
(Next to Yamaha)
.
Mon. Tues. Thur . 8·5.30: Wed. Fri. 8-7: Sat. 8-4
PHONE 841-1630 SUNDAY 10-4

ORLANDO

1310 So. Or. 81. Tr.
(Al 4 Wheel Drive Center)

Mon.-Th'ur. 8-5:30; Fri. 8-8; Sat. 8-4
PHONE 843-6590 SUNDAY 10.4

.I

$7..couOFF

10-IS
$48.M
ll-15
53.79
12-15
.• 7.70
10.15 Highway 52.25

~1-1.

I·

•.

Good In Orange, Seminole, & Osceola counties
•IEACH COUPON RIOUIRIS·SEPARAIE PURCHASE I •

CO.OOll MILE &UM.

860.13
$27.-U
G60-U-15 32.99
l60.1A-15
36..M

I
I

with this coupon
A l/4 LB. SINGLE HAMBURGER
FRENCH FRIES. SMALL ~OFT DRINK

205xl5

n

1
1

.2s, 191'9

155x13
165x13
165x1S.
185x14
195x14

40.000 Mt. &UAllANTEE
BR78-13
$;39,83
DR-ER78-U · 43.
FR78-14, 15 45.08
GR78-14, 15 47.51
HR-JR78-14,1S 48.68
48.96
LR78-1S

LETTERS - OUTLINE or RAISED
2 + 2 30,000 MILE GUARANTEE
A70.13
$27.22
E70.14
29.66
G70-14·15 31.IO
H70.14-lS
32.91

11
11
11
11
11
11

I

MICHEUN lat

GOODRICH
FIBERGLASS
PllEMIUM 'DOUBLE
All
SEASON
DOUBLE BELT . · STER ~ADIALS
30.000 Ml. &UAR. 40.000 Ml. &~AR. Sun·I Rain I Snow
STEEL RADIALS
2Fk"8•·2 l'Dlynhr
111.q &•u·&ooq11r . Mfg. by Soodrlc• Treu as &odynr Tilll'9
$19.77 A78-13
C78-13/14 22.43
23.39
E78-14
f78-1.t .. 24.27
G78:.14/15 25.69
H78-t4/1S 27~14
28.43
L78-15

I

II

A l/4 LB. SINGLE HAMBURGER
FRENCH FRIES. SMALL SOFT DRINK

Copy11Qhl © 1978 DyWtnc!y S lnlern>t-1 Inc All •IQ"IS 11strvtd

I
I
I

.
(At Muffler Man)
Mon. thru Fri. 8-5:30; Sat.
PHONE 357·1151

THANKS FOii
aUYINGAT
ALLllD

411$;filr.
·< •, •"
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· Swim,stuttsRike and .
sprint yourwaytothetop.

In the Schlitz .
Intramural Olympics.
A new program that lets you pit yourseH
and your team against others in your
school to win the right to represent your ·
school in one of the 16 regional playoffs.
Regional champs then go on to ~he
Schlitz National Finals May 5 and 6, 1979,
to vie for the title of best intramural team
in the country. See your intramural .
director for complete detail.s, today.

Schlitz makes it great.
c 1979 Jos Schlitz Brewing Co Milwaukee. Wis

J
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Career Close-up
An Inside Look at

~~·'s Job Market

(

Now means

Right now! Ford Futura gives you advanced styling with the look of
tomorrow today. A sporty coupe with all the style and flair that's just
right for the life you're livin: You don't have to wait for the future to
afford an expensive personal car. You're ready for Futura-now!

you've got your own style ...
and we've got the car to match.

Now i_s comfort. The luxury of 5-passenger
roominess.

Now means personal style. Add your own
touch. Order your own personal Futura to
your own personal taste.
*EPA estimated MPG: 20. Highway estimate 31 MPG.
For comparison to other cars. Your mileage may
differ, depending on speed, weather and trip length.
California MPG is lower. Actual highway mileage will
probably be lower than estimate.

Now is

a flip-up open air roof ... open
up your roof and let the sunshine in.

FORD FAIRMONT
FUTURA
~...._ FORD DIVISION

e1•

~~--

The future isn 't someday, it's now. Why wait? Step into the '79 Futura-now!

~

The Big
Career Picture
When kids plan glorious futures as pilots or
models or lefthanded pitchers, they dream not only
of the work they want to do, but also who they want ·
to be. That's because your job tends to be . a
reflection of yourself, a showcase for your skills and
personality. Deep down, most people want their
work to be a personal adventure that explores new
challenges and brings their special talents to the
surface.
Finding that kind of satisfying job isn't easy. In
fact, it can be a life's work in itself. The first big step,
though, is planning out a career strategy, gai~ing the
skills you need and finding the right kinds of
practical experience. The second vitally important
step is standing back to get the big picture-trying
to really understand what's out there in the working
world, how it operates and where you fit in.
Last fall, Insider's Career Consciousness issue
focused on that first step of getting your plans and
career goals on track during college. This issue takes
the second step with a dose-up look at today's job
market- how it changes and what it holds for
college graduates in a variety of fields.
For starters, "Job Evolution" examines some of
the key forces that are creating new types of jobs

•

ART CREDITS: Cover-Joe Acree. Joe
Acree-page 15; Hugh Armstrong-page
9; Ken Harper-page 3; Neal McPheeterspage 8; Janine Orr-pages 8, 21, 22, 23;
Mary Revenig-page 4.
PHOTO CREDITS: Bruce A. Etsbmanpage 10; Thom Roberts-page 10; NASApage 11; Tony Spina-page 14.
© 1979 13-30 Corporation. All rights
reserved. No portion of Ford's Insider: A
Continuing Series of College Newspaper
Supplements may be reproduced in whole
or in part without written consent of 13-30
Corporation, 505 Market St., Knoxville, TN
37902 (615-637-7621).
Insider is published by 13-30 Corporation for Ford Division of Ford Motor
Company. Opinions expressed by the
publisher and writers are their own and
are not to be construed as those of Ford
Division of Ford Motor Company. Likewise, the publisher assumes responsibility
for the technical accuracy of the material
used throughout the articles herein. Direct
editorial correspondence to Wendy Lowe,
Associate Editor. Direct requests for additional copies to Anne Akridge.

while turning scores of others into dinosaurs. ''News
from the Workplace" highlights some of the dayto-day details of life on the job-from new types of
workday scheduling to fringe benefits to studies
about human behavior on the job. "Their Work Is
Play" talks with six young people in highly unusual
jobs-while "Your First Job" discusses some of the
big changes and adjustments that nearly every new
worker has to face. And for a final overview, there's
"Career Forecast," a look at the trends and growth
areas in eight major career fields.
Ford's Insider.· A Continuing Series of College
Newspaper Supplements is sponsored by Ford
Division of Ford Motor Company and published by
13-30 Corporation (which also produces such familiar campus publications as Nutshell and The
Graduate).
Ford's sponsorship of this publication is an
indication of their desire to provide services to ·
college students. Please take the time to let us know
how you like this supplement by returning the
postage·paid response card found on page 8. And
for more information on Ford's product line, use the
card on page 16.
Good reading!

Inside the Insider
Job Evolution .........· ....................... 4
Will your chosen career still exist when you graduate?
Stay tuned for some of these big changes.
by Patricia Westfall

News from the Workplace ...................... 8
Flexitime ... What Workers Want. .. Fringe Benefits ... Job Stress ... And More ... .

Their Work Is Play ........................... 10
Six Who Found Adventure on the Job
by Tim Smight

Your First Job ............................... 15
What To Look For, What To Expect
by Don Akchin

Career Forecast .............................. 21
Tracking the Trends in Eight Major Fields
by Gina Pera
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BY PATRICIA
WESTFALL

Will your chosen
career still exist when
you graduate? Stay
tuned for some of
these key forces.

Consider the chimney sweep.
Once, every urban neighborhood could
support at least one sweep and his
assistant. The top-hatted sweep, clothed
in lore as well as soot, was essential to city
life. Then came modern home heating
systems and fuels. The sweep disappeared.
That was progress.
Now comes the current energy crisis,
and some people are shifting to wood
stoves or rediscovering the fireplace. To
serve them, the sweep has re-emerged,
complete with top hat and Yell ow Pages
advertising.
This too is progress. Technological
change eliminated the sweep, and attitude change re-created him. But in each
case, change was the moving force.
There's nothing new about this process. The creation and elimination of jobs
within an economy occurred long before
the chimney sweep evolved and re-evolved.
In fact, some historians believe the pyramids were built by pharaohs to make
work for Egypt's unemployed.
Change has always affected jobs. What
is new and frightening in this era is the
rate at which change now occurs.
Herman Kahn, B. Bruce-Briggs and
numerous other futurologists say change
is now happening at exponential rates.
This means that by the time we spot a
social trend or problem, it's almost too
late to react. In their book Things To
Come, Kahn and Briggs use a bathtub to
illustrate the concept. If it took a year to
fill this tub one-tenth full of pollutants,
and if events proceeded numerically,
there would be nine years left to do
something before the tub spilled over.
But if the tub were filling at an exponential rate, th~n at the end of a year, when
the tub was one-tenth full (and its owners
had only just noticed the problem), there
would be only 2.3 years left to do
something.
In our time, knowledge is doubling
every ten years; resources are dwindling
monthly; population is exploding daily.
The process creates enormous problems
for society. In the four years an undergraduate spends in college, four million
people will starve to death and 40 million
more will suffer brain damage or physical
ailments from malnutrition. Massive unemployment shortages of raw materials,
inflationary pressures, breakdowns in
international cooperation- all are details
of the larger crisis that Alvin Toffler calls
"future shock."

No Stable Niche
No career is sheltered from the pressures of this rapid change. Law, for
4

example, has traditionally enjoyed a
stable niche in society. No longer. The
new field of jurimetrics is emerging,
which could even eliminate the need for
many lawyers. Computers would store
and correlate legal information to such
an extent that plaintiffs could bypass
lawyers entirely. Instead they could go to
a "law bank," much as people now go to a
computerized bank window for cash.
They would punch in the facts of their
argument; the computer would then analyze all histories of similar cases and
"decide" on the basis of the data which
party should win the case. A computer
would be able to scan precedents far
more thoroughly (and cheaply) than a
lawyer could, and might even decide
more impartially than a judge.
And what about computer science, one
of the youngest and most successful fields
in the job market? The computer pervades almost every aspect of our lives.
Surely it's one job area a college student
can safely assume will exist at graduation?
Wrong. The very success of the computer is eliminating the need for some
computer workers. The job of computer
programmer, first created in about 1955,
is going the way of the iceman. People are
becoming so familiar with computers
that soon they will operate them as
readily as they drive cars. Programmers
will be as superfluous as chauffeurs.
Psychology is another relatively young
field which is undergoing a profound
evolution. Recent advances in brain research have begun to untangle some of
the elaborate chemistry of the nervous
system. Many doctors now think that
much of mental illness is chemically
based; already there are a host of drugs
which may actually cure certain mental
disorders. MAO inhibitors, tricyclics, and
other medications have allowed many
manic-depressives and depressives to return to productive lives.
If indeed mental 'illness is found to be
largely biochemical, then its treatment
would logically return to medicine, where
it began. This would eliminate the need
for the nonmedical skills of psychologists. But as the role of psychologists
declines in this area, it is increasing in
other fields. In business, for example, a
new and growing career 'is that of job
enrichment specialist. This person, usually a psychologist, studies production
methods and designs factory or office
systems that workers find comfortable
and stimulating.
Inevitably, rapid change has given
birth to entirely new fields. One such field
INSIDER

is futurology, which uses scientific methods to study current trends and project
their logical consequences for the future.
These methods range from statistical
analysis to brainsto.rming, but the goal is
always to measure- not guess-what
could happen.
Futurologists argue that society can no
longer afford to wait until its tubs are
one-tenth full before reacting. If problems aren't anticipated before they occur,
we won't make it to the year 2000.
Apparently society is making an effort to
anticipate these crises, because the number of futurologists is increasing-exponentially.

talents. Many students already attempt
jobs we exist by.
It is theoretically possible that all the this by double-majoring. The sociology
goods and services the world needs could major will take business courses; the
be produced by only 2 percent of the business major, communications courses;
population. This tendency of technology the communications major, science
to make workers superfluous while at the courses. This double-majoring is an atsame time allowing their numbers to tempt by students to hedge their bets and
grow so large is creating critical psycho.: give themselves more value in the job
market.
logical tensions.
An even wider diversification may be
Traditionally, work defines our lives.
But if 98 percent of us don't need to work, necessary. Perhaps we need to make
what are we to do with ourselves? Some- career training itself less central to our
thing other than work must be found to educational lives. It is argued by many
determiµe both income and meaning. in that work is going to be less important in
life-or 98 percent of us could be both the future. It may take less time in our
lives through such practices as· per~a
hungry and frustrated.
A third force now putting enormous nent part-time work or regular sabbatiPressures for Change
demands on our social institutions is cals. Or it may be less important psychoMeanwhile, business, journalism, en- interdependence; some thinkers call it logically-taking as much time as it does
gineering, physical education, and any- complexity. No nation exists independ- now, but involving less of the spirit.
This suggests that you should prepare
thing else you care to major in are ently of any other now. The needs of
undergoing similar change at this mo- population and technology force us all to for greater leisure and less-taxing work
ment. It's possible that the information trade and cooperate with one another in by fostering in yourself other types of
you studied as a freshman will be out of order to keep our systems going. We buy skills and interests.
date by the time you're a senior. Careers oil and sell Coca-Cola. Our universities
The inability to handle leisure in a
that were hot when you were in high train engineers and generals for scores of satisfying way is a real danger in our
school may not even exist by the time you nations. Scores of nations sell us raw society. Workers whose unions have won
finish graduate study. But why? What materials for our industrial processes.
them three-month vacations sometimes
pressures are creating such rapid evoluThe consequence is to exaggerate ·thc discover that all that free time is actually
tion?
·
effects of any local problem. The paraly- frightening. Those with well-developed
The most obvious pressure for change sis of Italy by terrorists, the droughts in hobbies and interests do all right, but
is population. Four billion of us currently Africa and Russia- all have social and those without such involvements have
fuss, fume and jostle for housing, food economic consequences for the entire been known to spend vacation time at the
and jobs. Six billion of us (at least) will world. Writes Harold Shane, "Anyone's plant, watching others work.
School is one of the few environments
similarly jostle by the year 2000. ·.Even in problems anywhere are everyone's probthat give you both the time and the
this country, blessed with a falling .birth- lems everywhere."
rate, population will continue to grow
A fourth pressure is the depletion of resources to pursue a wide variety of
because the death rate continues to fall.
resources. As technology, population interests, pastimes and skills. And these
Jobs, unfortunately, are not expanding and interdependence all escalate,' the sideline activities may become a. . larger
as rapidly as the·job-seeking population. world's reserves dwindle. Either better part of your working future than the
At present, our society "solves'' the popu- methods of recycling materials and pro- career you now envision.
The third step in preparing for a translation/ employment. problem by encour- ducing energy must be found, or new
aging youth to stay in school and by resources (from the moon? the asteroids?) formed future is to develop in yourself
forcing older workers to retire. Yet there must be developed. Or both.
the strength to cope with change. This
is growing resistance to both these solumeans finding a sense of self that allows
Fitting
into
an
Uncertain
Future
tions. Recent court cases are challenging
you to keep things in perspective even
the forced-retirement concept, and stuThis oversimple list of pressures only during moments when the job market
dents likewise are growing resentful of a begins to describe the problem. All of and the world don ~t seem to need you.
system in which graduate study isn't these forces interact, and all are changing The popularity of interpersonal relations
required to do the work, but is required to irreversibly the work and the life you are courses and self-development philosoget the work.
phies is one sign that people are groping
going to have.
Technology is another great force for
But where do you and I fit into this for this strength. And while focusing on
change. In part, technology has caused picture? Social action occurs at a level far self-awareness can sometimes lead to
the population explosion; many of us removed from our daily reality. How selfishness, it also has the potential to
wouldn't now be alive if it weren't for does an ordinary person, with limited generate a feeling of stability- a sense of
advances in health, agriculture and in- powers and ordinary ambitions, prepare worth strong enough to sustain you
dustry. But in part, technology helps for an uncertain future? There are three through daily upheavals in the world. If it
happens that the career of your dreams
resolve the population problem, too. It's steps that can help.
a never-ending cycle. The need for more
The first step is to accept change for the becomes extinct, you will be strong
food stimulates development of better force it is. If change is the only thing we enough to find, or create, alternatives.
None of this win help you get a job, of
technology which naturally keeps more can count on, then change is the only
people alive which enlarges population relevant major in school. "Minor," if you course. But by being aware of the forces
which stimulates more technology to like, in business, economics, law, com- of change, by developing many different
keep more people alive. And there's no munications, science, whatever. But-"ma- skills and interests, by having a genuine
going back to a simple, less technologi- jor" in change, by trying to see in every feeling of your own worth-you will, at
cally complex time. We're born. We're subject you study how that field is being the very least, be poised for the uncertain
affected by the forces of Ghange. Only by future.
•
here. We're hungry.
At the same time that technology understanding these forces can you hope
makes it possible for fo~r or even six to prepare for their impact on your life. Patricia Westfall is a contributing writer
The second step is to diversify your for 13-30 Corporation.
billion of us to exist, it also eliminates the
INSIDER
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News

New.Way&. .~:=i~j~· ·
To Work
Work is a source of identity
and self-respect. Yet sttidies
reveal that for most people,
work is an unsatisfying experience. Workers at every level
of the system complain of
feeling like cogs in a huge,
inefficient machine that can't
fully utilize their talents and
skills.
This complaint has sparked
a series of reforms in both the
office and the production
plant. In scores of organizations, "job enrichment" specialists are restructuring tasks
so that workers have more
control over their own jobs
and more time for other activities.
In some offices and factories, working schedules are set
by teams of employees rather
than by one foreman or supervisor. This gives the workers
more personal responsibility
for getting the whole job done.
Another teamwork trend is
the "open office," in which
furniture and fixtures are rearranged to create more contact between workers. Setups
like this seem to encourage the
exchange of ideas and to make
people feel better about their
working environment.
Flexible scheduling-allowing workers to decide when
and how much they will workis yet another idea whose time
has apparently come. While
the 40-hour week is still the
norm, increasing numbers of
workers are able to opt for

from .the·· .
workplace-<·

Job

.•

Satisfaction

Flexitime ... What Workers
Want. . . Fringe Benefits. . .
Job Stress ... And More.
To the average 19th-century office worker,
paradise was an eight-hour workday and a
lunch break. Things have changed a lot since
then-and major innovations like the shortened
workweek, unemployment insurance and paid
vacation time are now merely business as usual.
Attitudes toward working have altered as well,
and people now want more benefits, more
flexibility and more satisfaction from their jobs
than ever before. These rising expectationsalong with an increasing volume of research on
job behavior-are triggering even greater
transformations. Here are just a few recent
developments that are making changes in the
way we work:
shorter or longer workweeks
and spread that time out to
allow for child care, education
or more leisure time.
A fringe benefit that many
companies offer their highlevel employees is sabbatical
leave, a paid year off to travel,
do research or study. Corporations are also providing more
educational programs, recreational centers and counseling
services to improve worker
morale.
All these services contribute
to an employee-centered working climate which its propo""" v II~

-~
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nents say is humanizing the
workplace. But critics argue
that these changes don't affect
the substance of work. What
does it matter when you come
in, they ask, if the tasks you're
required to do are trivial?
However, follow-up studies of
workers who've experienced
some of the reforms reveal
that the changes do make ~
difference in the way people
feel about their jobs.
Futurologists see still larger
changes coming. One pattern
that's expected to take hold is
the work / education /sabbatical cycle. Under this system,
your life would contain alternating periods of work, schooling and leaves of absencerather tha·n blocks of education (in your twenties), work
(in your middle years) and
retirement (in your sixties).
The cycle pattern would allow
people to develop a larger
number of outside interests
and to stay abreast of technological change by keeping their
educations up-to-date. According to futurologists, young
workers today can expect a
lifelong pattern of work, study
and play in the years ahead .

Most college-educated workers don't wartt more moneythey want more psychological
satisfaction from their work.
In a recent Psychology Today .poll, readers said that the
job benefits they prized most
were the opportunity to learn
and grow and the chance to
exercise their talents and skills.
Most were willing to work
hard and put in long hours, if
they felt they were doing
something worthwhile. If not,
they said, they'd just as soon
quit and move on to something better.
Although the survey's findings cannot be generalized
(the sample wasn't randomly
taken and respondents tended
to be younger, better-educated
and more highly paid than the
population as a whole), Psychology Today's report on the
survey did contain some interesting results.
• Almost two-thirds of those
polled would not accept a
higher-paying job if it meant
less interesting work. On the
.other hand, almost one-half
said they would not accept a
more interesting job if it paid
less than their present one.
• Only 68 percent were satisfied with their jobs. Of those
who weren't, the most keenly
dissatisfied were young workers (under 24), blacks, and
those with an annual income
of between $5,000 and $10,000.
Most people agreed that the
most satisfyingjobs we.re those
in which they could feel good
about themselves.
• Among the things respondents considered least important
(though not necessarily unimportant) were fringe benefits,
chances for promotion, physical surroundings at work and
the friendliness of co-workers.

What Personality Traits
Lead to Job Succe~?

I "

The Fringes Mount Up
There's a lot more to t~e average salary offer
than meets the eye. Employee fringe benefits can
add from 25 to 40· percent to your base pay. The
number and total dollar value of fringe benefits
vary considerably from company to company, but
these eight types of benefits are most common
among entry-level jobs:

'

• Paid Absences. Included
he~e are sick leave, paid jury
duty, vacation time and severance pay. Some companies
don't credit you with paid
absences until you've worked
for a certain length of timeand the amount of vacation
time may increase as the length
of time you've worked for the
company increases.
• Cash Bonuses. Such extras
as Christmas bonuses and
awards for good performance

companies offer a share in the
business itself. However, stockbuying plans are often reserved
for long-time employees.
• Insurance. Hea Ith and life
insurance coverage is offered
by most companies as a fringe
benefit, although employees
often pay part of the total
cost. One very qesirable type
of coverage to watch for is
dental insurance.
• Retirement Plan. Many employers offer some kind of

The most successful men
and women are not necessarily the most competitive, according to two University of
Texas psychologists.
Using a questionnaire designed to measure how strongly certain aspects of personal·ity relate to success, Robert
Helmreich and Janet Spence
tested a group of scientists,
students and business school
graduates. The researchers
found that the most successful
men and women scored high
on Work (the desire to work

Job

hard and keep busy) and Mastery (the preference for challenging tasks)- but low on
Competitiveness (the desire to
best others). Competitiveness
was a key to success only for
those who scored low on the
other traits.
Spence and Helmreich contend that Ha strong need to live
up to internally imposed standards of excellence combined
with a willingness to work
hard may be the rnost effective recipe for outstanding
performance."

Stre~

What kind of worker undergoes the greatest amount
of job stress? Maybe a surgeon whose patient's life
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What Do You Think of Insider?
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8. What did you like least about Insider?

may not spell instant doom, ·
Seated at student desks in a but it is beginning to carry a
small room, prospective Delta lot of weight with employer~.
Air Lines pilots pore over a Standardized tests for assessbattery of psychological tests. ing workers have been around
Hanging in the air are the for yea rs, but lately the tests
mutterings of bewildered ap- have become much more complicants. "So I like to sing in prehensive, sophisticated and
the showeri Will that make reliable. Most are designed to
me a better pilot?" "Can it ferret out psychotic tendenreally matter that I hate cut- cies, determine mechanical
ting the grass, or what the best ability and .measure breadth
of vocabulary. A whole battime of my life was?"
For many jobs, it d~es mat- tery of tests can take hours.
If you find yourself applyter. More and more companies are using psychological ing to a company that requires
INSIDER

tory, people rare1y reruse ro
take them. Many of the questions may seem ridiculous,
outrageous or downright invasions of privacy- but be
sure to answer as truthfully
and realistically as possible.
Psychologists and personnel workers emphasize that
the tests are not given to
knock people out of the running for a job opening. Far
from being meant to disqualify you, the tests are for forming conclusions that both you
and your employer will find

useful in selection and placement for jobs. Many of these
tests not only gauge your psychological fitness for a certain
job, but also indicate the kind s
of work you'll find most satisfying. And that information
can be of great value in planning a career.
•
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Most jobs are anything but tailormade. While occupations grow more
specialized, the work experience itself
becomes more homogeneous. Architect,
'lawyer, clerk and banker, all seem to
exist in a nine-to-five world.that leaves
too little room for individuality.
Of course, it doesn't have to be ihis
way. The six young people below
wanted work that was unusual, excit-ing, and uniquely theirs. They foundor created-special jobs to suit themselves. And their stories prove that
working can be a very individual
adventure.

Six Who
Found
Adventure
on the Job
BY TIM SMIGHT

Paul Woessner, Balloonist
"I think I like the pure joy of ballooning the most "says Iowa State University
graduate Paul Woessner. "You're flying
around in this huge toy and everyone
who spots you becomes an instant kid."
At age 25 Paul is Hie current world
champion of ballooning. He's also vice
president and co-founder of the world's
largest ballooning concern, World Balloon Corporation of Albuquerque New
Mexico.
·
"We fly promotions give rides and
lessons, sell and repair balloons," says
Paul. "Everything that can be done with
balloons we do."
He discovered ballooning six years ago
when two "aeronauts" landed in his
family's suburban Chicago yard. "They
gave me a ride and it was just a pure rush
of excitement " Paul recalls. "The next
day I sold my motorcycle and skis and
10

started learning to fly." He soon bought
his own balloon and began flying promotions at Iowa State, where he was a senior
studying to become a veterinarian. It
wasn't long before most of Paul's spare
time was spent in the air.
"My interests just shifted to ballooning and by the time I graduated, my
G. P.A. was a hair too low for vet school,"
he recalls. While interviewing for work in
the field of animal science, he was offered
a job with an Illinois ballooning club as
flight instructor.
"I snapped it right up. I figured I'd ride
this horse for a while and see how long it
ran. It's still running."
That same summer Paul achieved national recognition by becoming the first
balloonist to cross Lake Michigan. Within six months he'd moved to Albuquerque- where he won the biennial World
Championships last year- and had started
World Balloon Corporation.
When not involved in World Balloon
activities, Paul spends a lot of time
competing and flying promotionally at

fairs and races across the country. But he
enjoys fun flying most of all.
"The freedom and the unpredictability
of ba~looning just can't be matched by
anything else," Paul says. "You never
know where you'll land, or who you'll
meet, so each flight is unique and fresh.
That's why I'll never tire of it." He
currently plans to help start a professional
racing circuit- and he sees a bright
future for what he calls "the sport of the
gods."
"I think ballooning is about to explode,
especially after the Atlantic crossing.
There's nothing I'd rather be doing in the
way of employment. Sometimes it's very
hard to believe this is my job- because
it's so much fun."

Rick Sawaya, Stuntman
Rick Sawaya, 26, makes his living
getting into fistfights, jumping off buildings and crashing automobiles- as a
professional movie stuntman.
"A lot of people tell me I'm crazy to be
·INSIDER

L~ft to right: Balloonist Paul Woessner; astronaut Sa/fr Ride;

killer-whale trainer Bob Osborne.
doing this. But I love every minute of it,"
he says.
Rick, a Los Angeles native, is a secondgeneration practitioner; his father wasand still is- a stuntman. But Rick never
gave any thought to going into the family
business himself. Instead, he spent several
years playing semi-pro baseball and drifting in and out of college without choosing
a major. "I've always been very athletic,
but I wanted to make it with my mind and
not my body" he explains. Finally he
dropped school and the diamond to
pursue a career in sales.
"I worked as a sporting-goods salesman for two years, and did very well at
it " he says. "Then one morning this guy
called and asked if I'd like to be a gorilla
in Planet of the Apes. I had to ride a horse
through land mines, and I loved it. I was
hooked."
That was several years ago and since
then Rick has worked on dozens of
movies and television shows, from Charlie's Angels to The Big Fix.
"Once you're established the calls
keep coming in," says Rick who uses an
answering service and "beeper" to keep
up with them. "You have to be good or
you won't get work. That means knowing
how to fight, fall ride horses, drive like a
maniac- everything.':
All of this, of course, involves a certain
amount of pain and hazard. Rick has
been hurt several times, and once broke
his kneecap jumping off a bridge onto a
moving train for a SWA T episode.
"I enjoy the challenge and the danger,"
he says. "I can look in the mirror and
smile like crazy, knowing I've done
certain things. Of course, a lot of times
I'm scared, but that's when you know
you're alive. I've never turned down
anything because of risk."
For Rick, "anything" has included
hand-to-hand combat with clubs, being
set afire, and taking a 50-foot fall from a
building-backwards.
"That was in the movie I Wanna Hold
Your Hand. I had to do it seven times,"
Rick recalls.
There's more to stunt work than physi, cal1abuse, however. Even a simple fight
scene must .be painstakingly choreoINSIDER

graphed , sometimes by computer. "Stuntmen used to be shut out of production
meetings, but today we take an active
part in everything," Rick says. "Pulling
off a difficult stunt and doing it well gives
me immense satisfaction. That's what
this job really provides- a feeling of
accomplishment."

Sally Ride,
Astronaut

.
When the· program is in full swing, 30
to 40 astronauts each year will be sent on
missions lasting from a week to a month.
These missions will involve everything
from satellite maintenance to earth observation and scientific research. In the
future, the manufacture of drugs, metals
and solar power stations may go oo in
outer space.
When missions are completed, coming
home will be a lot easier than in the
splashdown days. The shuttle, which will
reach a maximum altitude of 600 miles
can return to land at Florida's Cape
Canaveral or California's Vandenberg
Air Force Base in a matter of minutes.
"I can hardly wait to go up," says Sally.
"My whole family is really excited about
it. Someday this may be ordinary- but
right now I feel like a real pioneer."

By the early 1980s, more Americans
than ever will be journeying into spaceto live work and conduct experiments
under NASA's space shuttle program.
Among this new generation of astronauts will be Stanford graduate Sally
Ride, 27. Sally, holder of a Ph.D. in
physics, is one of just 35 Americans
selected from over 8,000 applicants to
participate in the NASA project. She and Bob Os borne,
five other women are destined to become
Killer-Whale Trainer
the first female astronauts in the 20-year
history of the U.S. space program.
Bob Osborne's teaching job requires
"I wasn't really looking for an uncon- ' patience, sensitivity- and raw nerve. For
ventional job," says Sally, who recently the past five years, Bob has trained the
began a two-year training program at killer whales at San Diego's Sea World.
NASA's Johnson Space Center in Hous"I'm known as a 'behaviorist,' but
ton. "But when NASA notified Stan- basically I'm in charge of everything
ford's physics department that they involving the whales," says Bob, 30. "I
needed astronauts, I applied right away. · train ·them, feed them, play with them
It's something impmtant, and it seemed and perform with them.
logical for me since I was studying
"Fear? Let's just say I have a deep
astrophysics. When they accepted me, it respect for the potential of the animals."
was pretty exciting."
Although he holds an advanced degree
Sally had six months to finish up in zoology from San Diego State, Bob
school before reporting to Houston last got into this line of work in a roundabout
July. She's spent most of the past IO years way. "After I finished school, I worked
at Stanford, earning B.A. degrees in for two years in business management,"
English and science, a master's in science · he explains. "I was miserable, trapped
and a Ph.D. in physics. At NASA, Sally behind a desk. I applied for the job at Sea
still spends most of her time in the World because I wanted something
classroom- pursuing subjects like astron- unique, personal and outdoors."
Bob and his staff spend up to 12 hours
omy, geology and space shuttle systems.
"Astronauts don't do physical training a day working and performing with the
anymore," Sally says, "but later on we'll park's four killer whales. They teach the
be working in simulators. After two years whales tricks and routines that range
we'll be assigned to flight." Sally is being from fetching objects to performing ela btrained as a mission specialist. Her duties orate dance numbers.
"The whales are incredibly smart and
will depend on the flight mission. She
may be involved in retrieving and repair- curious," Bob says. "They don't have to
ing satellites, or in performing scientific channel their energies toward survival
here, and that opens the door to more
experiments.
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Optional 2.3 Litre Turbo Engine .
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Atmospheric Air
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•0-50 MPH:
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Average of 10 Ford
tests on 3 cars.
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Highway estimate 28 mpg.
For comparison to other cars. Your
mileage may vary, depending on speed,
weather and trip length. California mpg is lower.
Actual highway mileage will probably be lower than estimate.
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to right: movie ·stuntman Rick Sawaya; cartoonist Cathy Guisewite; treasure hunter
Craig Pennington.
creative behavior. I try to establish a
rapport with each animal. The idea is to
teach them to perform with me, not for
me."
Developing that cooperative method
of instruction helped Bob overcome his
initial apprehensions about the job.
"I was very intimidated at first. Killer
whales have big mouths and big teeth.
They have a bad reputation, and I felt
very vulnerable in the water with them.
But I soon learned they're not malicious
at all."
Bob says he has no· desire to quit or
return to an office position. "I consider
my job a rare privilege. I'm outside all
day, and 'working with the whales really
fascinates me. Few people in the world
get an opportunity to work with suth
magnificent animals."

Cathy Guisewite,
Cartoonist
Like many college students, Cathy
Guisewite dreamed of a job that would
offer independence, recognition and a
chance to be creative. Three years after
graduating with an English degree from
the University of Michigan, she reached
that goal- as the youngest nationally
syndicated cartoonist in the country. Her
daily strip, Cathy, runs in over 120
newspapers and is read by millions of
people each day.
"I still freak out sometimes when I
wake up in the morning and realize I'm a
cartoonist," says Cathy, who entered the
field in true Cinderella fashion two years
ago. How did i~ happen?
"My mother had a lot to do with it,"
explains Cathy. "I was working for an
advertising agency in Detroit as a writer,
going through all the traumas of young
adulthood. I .used to send my mother
stick-figure drawings of me in certain
situations."
Cathy's mom thought the cartoons
were good and at her urging Cathy ser.it
them to Universal Press, the syndicate
that haadles Doonesbury and Ziggy.
'Two days later they sent me a contract. Suddenly I was a cartoonist- and l
14

could hardly draw!"
For a year Cathy kept her ad agency
job- she'd risen to vice president- and
tried to work on her new strip nights and
weekends. "The pace got to be too much,
so last year I quit the agency to work full
time on the strip " she says.
Indeed, the cartoon's title is not coincidental. Much of what befalls Cathythe-cartoon is taken from the real-life
experiences of Cathy-the-cartoonist.
"The strip is about being young and
female in the '70s, with the conflict
between traditional roles and the new
feminism," says Cathy, now 27. "A lot of
what happens to 'Cathy' happened to me
first.
The young cartoonist works out of her
Southfield, Michigan, condominium, and
spends about two hours drawing each
strip. She tries to keep three weeks ahead
on the daily strip. "There's a good deal of
pressure, since the strip is solely my
responsibility," Cathy says. "But I love
doing it. Sometimes I miss working with
other .people, but this is quite a rewarding
channel for self-expression. I want to
keep it going as long as I can."

Craig Pennington,
Treasure Hunter
Craig Pennington spends his days in
scuba gear, scouring the ocean floor in
search of gold, silver and precious artifacts. For the past year, he's worked as a
treasure hunter in Key West, Florida.
The outfit that employs him, Treasure
Salvors, has pulled up over $25 million in
booty in the past 15 years. Half of it bas
come from the wreck of a single Spanish
galleon, the Atocha, which sank in a
squall off the Keys in 1622. Its total
payload: 47 tons of gold and silver worth
over $600 million.
"We've found hundreds of coins and
artifacts from the Atocha, and five 75pound silver ingots," says Craig. "lhere
ar.e 896 more listed on the ship's manifest."
Craig, 23, graduated in 1977 with a
B.S. in biology from Indiana University
of Pem~sylvania. He went to the Keys on

vacation the following summer, planning
to relax while deciding whether to tackle
graduate school or look for a job.
"I just sort of stumbled on Treasure
Salvers. They have two boats, and I met
one of the captains," says Craig, who
quickly contracted treasure fever. Although he had no scuba experience and
had never even been on a boat, he was
hired as a diver.
"I got my" diver's certification in nine
days," he adds. "Experience didn't really
matter- they wanted people they could
train. The fact that I had a degree got me
the job."
Treasure Salvers, founded by noted
treasure hunter Mel Fisher, employs
about a dozen divers on its two boats. In
1975, company divers· found the first
evidence of the Atocha- 12 cannons and
two silver ingots. They've been bringing
up treasure ever since.
Craig is now first mate of one of the
boats, the Swordfish. He makes $I00 a
week plus room and board.
"It's just living expenses, but if we find
the Atocha's midsection ... well, there's a
lot of treasure down there," he says.
As first mate, Craig is in charge of his
boat and the crew of eight divers. They
comb the A tocha site an area about 45
miles from Key West that's marked by
buoys. Craig has found a lot of coins, and
a few swords and daggers, but so far no
more silver bars. Most of them were in
the At ocha's midsection, which Fisher's
crews have yet to locate.
"We'll get it eventually," Craig says
firmly. "We're always finding clues, and
that keeps us going. It's a real rush to find
something. I found the first coin of the
season, and it was pure jubilation."
Craig plans to continue hunting treasure indefinitely. "This is a once-in-alifetime opportunity," he says. "I'm gaining so much knowledge working with
Mel, just learning about the sea. You
can't get an experience like this in the
classroom-or from a conventionaljob."
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Tim Smight is a 13-30 staff writ er wh@
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What To Look For, What To Expect
BY DON AKCHIN

~dustrial

relations specialist once compared entering the work world to being· an
immigrant in a new country. In
both cases, you must cope with a
new language, a new environment,
and different customs, rules and
mores. The challenge of a first
job, then, is as much handling the
culture shock as it is mastering
the particular work task.
The more forays you make into
the work world before graduationthrough part-time jobs or intern-ships-the easier the transition
will be. Though there will still be
surprises, nearly everyone who's
new to working faces similar
adjustment problems, as career
experts and recent graduates can
tell you.

An

for a small San Francisco firm that leases
railroad cars. "I was an R.A., and sophomores came to me for advice. I felt old
and wise. Now at work I'm back to being
on the bottom. Everyone thinks I'm
extremely young·and extremely naive. In
college, people told me I looked older.
Now I have people telling me I look 16."
Some recent graduates react with the
"I'm a genius" attitude. They know
No matter how brilliant your profes- they're brilliant and people who don't
sors thought you were, your first job see that must be incredibly stupid. Conmeans starting over- from the first grade. sciously or unconsciously, many new
"As a senior in college, you're at the top graduates 'Come across to others as elitist,
of the scale," says Becky Troth, a I978 smug, superior. These traits aren't begraduate.who works as a research analyst coming to beginners and in the eyes of

Your First Job
Means
Starting Over.

INSIDER

your co-workers, you are a beginner.
Another common reaction is the opposite, the 'Tm an idiot" feeling. You
thought" you knew a good bit, but suddenly you're overwhelmed with new data
new ways of doing things and you can't
possibly make sense of it all. That's more
the attitude your co-workers were expecting you to show- but only till you've
had a chance to settle in and gain
confidence.
Perspective is the key. If you're humble
enough to recognize that you have a lot to
learn, but self-assured enough to know
you can learn it eventually, you cari steer
a middle path toward making your job a
15

success. You can't possibly know everything the day you walk in. If you did,
you'd be bored the second day. So admit
it, and let the pieces gradually fall into
place.

,:Options
:for the Underemployed

Your first job may be far less than the
job you feel you deserve. Economists
estimate that between one-fourth and
one-third of all workers are underemployed-that is, working at jobs that
do not use all the skills or training they
have acquired. This problem is likely to
You can't take too long to figure out
continue, because each year the number
what you're doing, however. People are
of new college graduates exceeds the
depending on you and on the way you do
number of job openings for college
your job. That makes it important that
degree-holders.
you master your work as soon as you can.
What can you do if you're in this
Being depended upon is not a typical
sitµation? First, decide whether to keep
part of the student experience. "As a
pursuing the job of your choice or to
student, if you screw up you're hurting no
iower your expectations. "Some peoone but yourself," says Troth. "In a busi- , ple, somewhere along the line, ought to
ness situation, you're affecting everyone
stop beating their heads against a wall
else by what you do." Until she started
and accept something less than they
working, Troth didn't realize how much
have been taught to fight for. They
independence students have. Most can
ought to bring their sights down a bit,"
pursue their own interests without worrysays Chuck Sundberg, dean of UCLA's
ing about other people.
Placement and Career Planning CenYou are, in other words, a member of a
ter. "But I wouldn't presume to advise
team (the most junior member, rememanybody about that."
ber), and the team's success depends in
Psychologist Harry Levinson takes
part upon you. That adds a weighty new ::. the view that everyone is underemresponsibility, one that calls for more . ployed. "All of us could do a lot more
discipline· than studentdom demands.
than we do on any given job. You have
"If I woke up and didn't feel like going
to accept that," he says. Levinson sees
to class, I didn't," says Susan Archer, a
several alternatives if your only job
personnel trainee with a major national
opportunities are disappointi~g:
retailer headquartered in New York City.
"It's an adjustment just to go to a job
• You can do the best you can at the job
every day. And I still find myself thinkyou can get, and earn a reputation at
ing, 'Well, I've got Christmas vacation
that work.
coming.' But then I realize that I don't.
Levinson's own consulting firm hired
"I guess what I'm saying is, you're
a college graduate as a typist. The new
faced with a lot more responsibility at
employee said she deserved a more
work than you ever were before, and you
challenging job. "Well, we don't have
have to start taking things a lot more
any challenging jobs for people who
seriously. That in itself is an adjustment."
don't have doctorates," he told her.
"We do have a typing job." If the
employee does well at it, she may get to
edit manuscripts and build a reputation
that will earn her good references for
later, more creative jobs.

Suddenly,
You're a Member
of a Team.

Performance
Is the Only
Measure of
Success.

The first and foremost goal of any
company is its own financial success. In
college the fact that your term paper is in
on time and reasonably good is important to you, perhaps but makes not a
whit of difference to the university. In the
business world (and to a lesser extent in
government and nonprofit agencies),
your work affects the organization's survival. You can cost the company money if
you do poor work that must be done
again by someone else. You can bring
money into th~ company or save it money
16

• You can keep looking for a more
stimulating job.
Les Szwajkowski, a journalism school
graduate, applied to newspapers across
the country without getting a nibble.
After graduation he took a bartending
job at a restaurant. But he didn't stop
looking. One night a waiter told Les one
of his customers was "looking for a
writer." Les walked up to the customer's table and introduced himself.
The next day he went in for a job
interview and was promptly hired to
write for an in-house magazine.
• You can use free time on a nondemanding job creatively-to broaden

your understanding of the business and
find new work for yourself.
A woman with a degree in criminal
justice stumbled onto a job in the
warehouse of a large shipping company. She discovered that she liked the
people, the work and the money. She
also discovered that there were no
women in supervisory positions at the
warehouse, and she signed on as a
trainee. Three years later, at the age of
25, she supervises 40 people, makes a
comfortable salary of $25,000, and
doesn't worry about using her criminal
justice degree.
What you should not do, if you feel
underemployed, is let yourself get comfortable. The first reaction to underemployment, typically, is anger at not
getting what you deserve; this is followed by a feeling of worthlessness, a
sense that perhaps this job is the best
you deserve or can expect. When that
feeling strikes, look out. You are setting
yourself up for chronic lethargy, which
frequently deteriorates into terminal
ennui. The longer you stay at a job
that's "too small" for you, the harder it
will be to leave. (And also, the harder it
will be to explain to another employer
why you stayed so long.)
On the other hand, a short stay in a
nondemanding job might have positive
benefits-particularly if you set a firm
time limit on the length of your stay.
Tom Elfin, a Macalester College graduate in economics, decided to reject two
job offers related to his field and instead
is temporarily advising customeFs about
wines in a St. Paul, Minnesota, liquor
st-0re. He loves his work, a d he has no
doubts about whether he made the right
decision.
"A lot of people take the first job
offer that comes along i~ hopes that it
will work out, instead of making sure
the job will work out before they take
it," says Elfin. "I wanted my first job to
be something quite special." He rejected
the two offers because "there didn't
seem to be any room for creative
involvement" or "any significant re. sponsibility." So he is waiting, and
continuing to look, and in the meantime having fun at his work. He considers the liquor store job the one before
his first job. And he pfans to be moving
on to that first job, in the financial
arena, within a few months. "I probably
could be a lot more comfortable had I
taken one of the other jobs I was
offered," he says. "But I wouldn't really
be serving my needs."
•
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by your efforts, too.
In this environment, there can be only
one measure of success-performance.
"Once you're in the door, they don't care
what your background is. Your performance is all that counts," says Gordon
Tucker of his employer, Procter &
Gamble. "They want to see results."
This means pressure. There's more
pressure at Procter & Gamble than at
many companies because it is company
policy to dish out he'!vy responsibility
right away. "You're thrown into the fire
and expected to hold your own alongside
some of the most brilliant marketing
people in the country," says Tucker,
whose first job, as a brand assistant,
made him responsible for a budget of
several million dollars. "There's an extreme amount of pressure and a lot of
competition between peers. But it's not
like a bitter rivalry. It's very performance-related."
Some students can earn top grades
with a bare-min.imum effort, and in
school that's all it takes for an automatic
annual promotion to the next grade. In
the business world, promotions are neither so regular nor so automatic, and
sliding by is not enough.

I•
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have to be sensitive to the cues you're
getting in hallway conversations, such as
comments about the paper this person
did or the job that one did," says Sundberg. "Most evaluation is quite informal
and appears to be off the cuff."
Troth says her supervisor seldom comments about good work, but gives negative feedback loudly and clearly. "I've
had to adjust my expectations of what I
expect to get back from him," she says.
But she has also found that "if you do one
thing well, you're given other things to
do." That, too, is feedback. "It's exciting
to know someone has enough faith in
your abilities to keep handing you projects," she says.
Troth describes a lesson her first job
has taught her: "You can't think you're
worthless if you're not getting reinforcement from other people. You've really
got to rely more on your own selfconfidence."

''nomg
· a good
job may not be
enough. Success
·often means both
performing well
and making sure
the right people
know about your
·performance."

I

Harry Levinson, a clinical psychologist
who heads the Levinson Institute. "You
cannot assume that just by doing a good
job, you're going to make it. You won't.
People have to know who you are and
what you can do.
"That doesn't mean you have to be
manipulative," continues Levinson. "But
it does mean you have to take the time to
get acquainted with people in an organization. Fin~ out what different people
do, what different departments do,. and
let people find out what you do- your
Even doing a good job may not be skills and competencies. If you ignore
enoµgh. Succe~s often means both per- that, you may find yourself getting the
forming w~n and .!11~~ing sure the right .-short .end .pf the .stick-Bot because
pe9ple' know about your per{6J.n.;i£iw~. lti ~ pe.ople are mailcious, but because they
other words, you have to use politics to don't know you."
your advantage.
Many discussions about office politics,
or any politics, start from the assumption
that politics is negative- at best, a necessary evil- and something that ought to
be avoided if possible. That's an unrealistic view. Politics is simply dealing with
people to get things done and wherever L~
there are people, there is politics. The job
Many recent graduates find it hard to
that's free of politics does not exist.
Says Chuck Sundberg, dean of the get an idea of just how they're doing.
Placement and Career Planning Center Feedback tends to come less frequently in
at th University of California at Los the business world than in college, and
Angeles "Your supervisor has his own some new employees find this frustrating.
"You don't have grades, so you have
needs wants desires and aspirations,
and those are going to affect the way he no way to gauge how good they really
deals with you and the projects he's think you are," says Troth. "You want
supervising. You've got to be aware of something to latch onto, and there's
that. And if anybody suggests that's nothing really tangible to say that you're
wrong then they'll never adjust to life, doing all right, or that you should
improve."
because that's life, friend!"
On most jobs, there is some formal
Once you understand that office politics is a factor you must deal with it evaluation of your performance after six
con tructively. ' 1f you're going to move months-or certainly within one year.
in an organization you need to find what But a lot of feedback is informal, and you
are the political pathways" says Dr. must be attuned to it to pick it up. "You

You Have
To Watch for
Opportunities.

Office
Politics
.Can't Be·lgnQred.,

There's
A Lot
Feedback.

4
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Self-confidence may be in short supply
those first few weeks on the job, when
you're trying to cope with all the adjustments this sudden dose of culture shock
requires. Your ~mmediate goal will be
simple survival. But once you're on your
feet, don't forget what you came for.
Your first job is more than a simple
entry into the world of work. It has an
important long-range effect: it starts your ·
career .in a direction. Ideally it will lay a
sofid f Ciundat~on that your career can
build on- and it will help you decide
early on, if the direction you're heading in
is the right one.
But the job itself doesn't do these
things for you. A great first job can offer
you opportunities, but you have to act on
them.
"You can't put yourself in the hands of
the organization and say, 'Do something
with me,"' says Levinson. ~ The organization can try, but it can't take responsibility for your life. You have to take your
own initiative."
Here are some things you should gain
from your first job:
• Solid experience. "What students
ought to try to get most out of that first
job is experience that is marketable for
the next one-either..in that organization
or elsewhere," says Sundberg. The most
useful experience comes out of jobs that
offer real challenge and serious responsibilities.
Charles Guy Moore, executive director of the National Institute of Career
Planning, suggests in his book The
Career Game that you select a j~b you
1

'
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can grow into, then plan to grow out of it.
A job that you can easily handle from day
one doesn't stretch your mind or test your
m~ttle. And once you've mastered a
difficult job and learned all it can teach
you, it makes sense to move on to a
greater challenge.
• Varied exposure. Within your career
field there are many different kinds of job
possibilities. Your first job can be an
opportunity to explore many of the options or at least observe them at close
range. For starters, this means fjnding
out what other people in your company
do, and what their work offers them.
People who are hired as trainees have a
head start. Susan Archer's job as a
personnel trainee began with three
months spent touring different divisions
within the personnel operation at her
employer's New York headquarters. "We
got to see what happened in each one,
and we were doing little mini-projects."
Then the trainees were assigned to divisions. "I asked for training and development, and they asked for me, and here I
am," she says. "I like this division. I like
what they do here." One of her assignments will be to design next year's

program for trainees.
• Flexibility. The foundation of career
knowledge you lay should be as broad as
possible. The world changes rapidly, and
today's glamorous occupation may be
obsolescent tomorrow. You should get
exposure to all the work experiences you
can and try to keep your options open. In
the direction you've set, there are any
number of interesting side roads.
• Visibility. As Levinson noted in discussing office politics, you must not only
do good work, but also have your good
work noticed by those who count. In
many cases, you can make yourself
visible both to key people in your company and to people in your field outside
your company. (One good way is to
attend conventions or trade shows.)
• Personal satisfaction. This is what
work ought to be all about. "That's the
elusive goal-satisfaction with work,"
says Tucker of Procter & Gamble. "With
me it ·means satisfaction with my own
personal performance. I like doing a
good job in anything I do. In many cases,
you have to be able to derive satisfaction
just from knowing you've done a good
job, not from any praise you receive."

Whatever
Happens,
You Learn from It.
Despite all your efforts, you could find
yourself in a company where you don't
belong, in a career you're not really interested in after all, in a job that isn't suited
to your talents. These things happen.
"No matter how thoroughly you research your own psyche and your own
interests and the world of work," says·
Sundberg, "when you take a job you're
going to plunge into something that remains fairly unknown. You might find
yourself in the wrong company or the
wrong field~ You won't know that until
you g'et your feet wet. Because of that,
you might not do well.
"One might call that failing. I wouldn't
~· call it failure. I would call it learning a
lot."
•
Don Akchin, a survivor of First-Job
Shock, is now a senior writer for 13-30
Corporation .

..

The Art of Matching
A Company's Personality with Your Own
Companies have personalities just
like people. You'll probably enjoy your
first job more-and you'll probably be
more successful at it-if your company's personality matches your own.
Dr. Harry Levinson of the Levinson
Institute says that business firms have
structures similar to those of families.
The company personality is set by the
example of its top executives, by the
way it is organized and ~y the kinds of
people it attracts.
How do you determine whether your
personality fits the company's? Levinson says there are a number of signs to
look for, both in the company and in
yourself:
• Handling affection. Some companies
shower praise on employees daily or
weekly; some project the image of the
strong, silent, never-completely-satisfied
father. "Some of us need to have a lot of
close personal relationships, other people tend to be loners, still other people
need a lot of applause," says Levinson.
"Some people need to please other
people."
~

• Handling aggression. A government
bureau may be a comfortable niche
for a cautious person, but stifling to
' an aggressive risk-taker-who would
be quite at home in certain companies

'
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that share his head-on style. "Some better about working for an organizapeople do better vigorously attacking tion that stresses the ideal of service
problems or undertaking projects by over profit; a pragmatist might not.
Discovering the company's personalthemselves," says Levinson. "Others
ity
is a simple matter of on-the-scene
don't want to take risks; they're more
cautious. Some people bend over back- observation and asking the right queswards trying not to be seen as aggres- tions. "You can get a sense of a comsively hostile; they have difficulty tak- pany just by walking in the front door,"
ing charge. Some people need to com- says Levinson. "You can tell by how
people act toward you when you're
pete and vanquish people."
being interviewed. You can look at the
• Handling dependency. "Some may way the office is painted and decorated;
do better in highly structured situations whether it's congenial or uncomfortwhere someone tells them what to do. able; whether people are smiling or not;
Other people can't lean on anyone else, whether the place feels tense."
they have to do it all themselves," says
Talk to employees about what they
Levinson. "Some can work interde- do at work, what they like and don't
pendently, on a team. If you need to like, and what the company likes and
depend on a highly structured organiza- doesn't like them to do. Find out how
tion, you might do fine in the Army but long they've been there-and whether
you'd have a hard time selling Fuller people generally stay or move on
brushes door to door."
quickly. Read the bulletin boards.
• Ego ideal. Levinson: "All of us have a Listen to determine whether people are
P,icture in our own minds of how proud of the company or constantly
we would like to be. That's called the complaining-and what they complain
'ego ideal'; it's what we're always striv- about.
After sifting through all this informaing toward. We need to know what
things we do make us feel good about tion about the company and matching
ourselves, give us a sense of moving it with what you know about yourself,
toward our ego ideal; and what things you can decide whether you'll fit. Unmake us feel less good about ourselves." like the family you were born into, the
Companies also have idealized images company family gives you the choice of
•
of themselves. A humanitarian may feel whether to join.
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YOU DESERVE SOME CREDIT
••YOU'VE
ED 11

Once you've earned a college ,
degree, Ford Motor Credit
.
Company thinks you've earned ·,·
the opportunity to have credit
too. That's why we developed
a finance plan that gives
special consideration to college
graduates and seniors within
four months of graduating.*
If you presently have a job
or can supply proof of future
employment, you may be eligible
for financing on any new Ford
or Lincoln-Mercury product. And
this financing can be tailored to fit
individual budgets-from de.laying the
first payment for up to three months, to a plan·where
your monthly payments start out small and gradually
.
increase each year-even 48 month financing, if needed.**
If you don't have a job lined up just yet, keep Ford Credit in mind, because you
could qualify for·this special plan for up to one year after you graduate.
·
Ford Credit wants to give you the credit you deserve. Ask for us at any Ford or
Lincoln-Mercury dealer.
*Where permitted by law.
**For example, contract dated March 15, 1979; Cash Price $5,300.00; Total Down Payment
$800.00; Amount Financed $4,500.00; FINANCE CHARGE $1,577.52; ANNUAL PERCENTAGE
RATE 13.50%; D~ferred Payment Price $6,877.52.
.
Payment schedule: first payment due July 15, 1979; 45 payments consisting of: first 9 monthly
payments of $109.31; next 9 monthly payments of $120.89; next 9 monthly payments of $"133.70;
next 9 monthly payments of $147.86; and 9 monthly payments of $163.52.
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BY GINA PERA

Tracking the/Tre~

ig~t Major Fields

hen a job market forecast hits the headlines, it
tends to seem as black-and-white as the page it's
printed on. New lawyers face a long, hard search,
the news reports declare. A dozen applicants appear for
every job in journalism-and computer science is the
sure-fire ticket to secure employment. Meanwhile,
teachers haven't got a chance.
In reality, the employment picture isn't quite that
simple. Within almost every field, job growth and job
crunches exist side by side. If you have a strong yen for
a field that looks tight, the solution is not to abandon
ship for a different career, but rather to locate the key
growth area in that field and go for it. Sure, newspaper
jobs are scarce-but well-trained technical writers are
in high demand. And law jobs may open up for
graduates who can handle new meth~ds of legal
practice. And so on.
On the other hand, if you're headed for a career
that's currently booming, it's not yet time to relax.
Find out which jobs in the field may not hold steady in
the near future. Some computer jobs, for instance, may
be wiped out by fast-approaching technical advances,
while others will enjoy more growth than ever.
·of course, it's impossible to predict exactly what will
happen, but teachers, journals and professional
associations can often provide inside informatiop. about
future trends. It pays to s~ek them out and keep
yourself thoroughly posted. Moreover, it's a good idea
to go beyond the headlines and find out what the
official job forecasters have to say about specific jobs
in your field. The federal Bureau of Labor Statistics
produces a number of publications that can be helpful
guides. Many are available in your campus placement
center or library.
The following is an overview <?f the trends, growth
areas and prospects that forecasters have observed in
eight major career fields:

W
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Communications
More
Technical Writers Needed
The mind-boggling concept of black holes in
space ... ethical issues in genetic engineering ...
environmental causes of cancer. The sheer
complexity of topics such as these has boosted
the demand for skilled technical writers who
can translate equations and lab results into
readable prose for both the scientist and the
public.
The federal government employs a large
number of technical writers and editors in such
areas as agriculture, health and space exploration. Especially in demand by the government
are writers and editors to prepare manuals and
training aids for military weapons and equipment.
The most promising future, however, lies
with industry. Reports to stockholders, proposals for funds to conduct a project, instructions for a home microcomputer-the number
of business publications is increasing, creating
niches for qualified people who have writing
ability combined with a scientific or technical
background. Such writers may also prepare
instructional material needed by sales representatives who sell machinery or scientific
equipment. Meanwhile, popular magazines and
trade journals need people who can make terms
like photovoltaic, biomass conversion and microtechnology meaningful for the general
public.
At the moment, there are no standard
credentials for entering the field-but a strong
technical or scientific background is encouraged, especially one in computer science, engineering, chemistry, a·nd chemical engineering.
21

Job
Outlook

Health

Here's a look at the hiring
prospects and average starting salaries for 18 of the
most popular college-level
jobs:
The Ratings: X = Prospects
Excellent, G = Prospects
Good, H =May Have To
Hunt Some, P = Prospects
Poor

Actuary.
$9,300-$12,000

x

Majority work for insurance
companies. Prospects excellent for those having strong
math background and passing at least two actuarial exams before graduating.

Architect.
$8,400-$10,500

H

Most work for architectural
firms, builders, real estate
firms. Prospects best in
South.

Bank Officer.
$10,000-$12,000

G

Opportunities in branches of
large and small banks all
over the country.

Civil Engineer.
$14,900-$15,300

G

Most work for federal, state
and local government agencies or in the construction
industry.

College/University
Teacher.
$12,000-$16,000

p

One-third in universities;
two-fifths in two-year colleges.

Dietician.
$11,300-$11,500
G
More than 50 percent work

in hospitals, nursing homes
and clinics.

Home Economist.
$9,300-$12,400

H

Competitive conditions in
most areas of home economics, especially high
school teaching positions.
However, prospects in university eaching will be good.

Hotel/Restaurant
Management.
$10,000-$12,000

G/H

As leisure-time expands, job
openings will increase.

Industrial Engineer.
$14,500-$16,000

x

More widely distributed
among industries than any
other type of engineer; most
work in manufacturing.
Source· Occupational Outlook Handbook
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A New Breed
of Paraprofessionals
The trend toward better and lower-cost
health care for everyone is expanding established medical careers and creating new ones.
New types of health paraprofessionalsnurse practitioners and physician's assistantsare being trained ~o provide an increasing
amount of primary health care in the U.S. The
purpose is not to replace doctors, but to
increase their productivity by taking care of
routine medical treatments and commonplace
illnesses-the sore throats, cuts, bruises, sprains,
rashes and itches that often make for inefficient
use of a s.pecialist's knowledge and expertise.
Both the nurse practitioner and the physician's assistant are educated in medical centers,
but most programs last no longer than two
years. The physician's assistant is limited to
practicing under the supervision of a doctor.
The nurse practitioner, on the other hand, must
already be a registered nurse before entering the
program and may work either as part of a
medical team or in private practice, depending
on state laws. For this reason, nurse practitioners often have an easier time getting jobs,
especially in areas hard-pressed for doctors.

The Arts
Managers Are Hot
As theater, dance and music companies
spread from big-city concert halls to small-town
auditoriums, more administrators are needed
to manage the business end of the arts. Half of
the nation's 200 arts councils have full-time
directors with salaries ranging from $10,000 in
small towns to $60,000 in the larger cities-plus
lots of free tickets.
The arts manager has to be prepared for a
variety of odd jobs, from negotiating contracts
to arranging publicity to budgeting the costs of
a nationwide tour. Yet the arts manager's most
important role is often that of fund-raisershaping a well-planned program proposal as
part of an application for government funds, or
locating alternate sources such as local business
donations or major grants made available by
corporations.
A love of the arts, sound business sense, and
courses in statistics, accounting, marketing and
labor-management relations are good qualifications; larger museums and companies, ..however, often want business administration or law
graduates.
Several schools, including UCLA and the
University of Wisconsin at Madison, offer
programs in arts management similar in structure and course content to the master's degree in
business administration. UCLA's program is
probably the largest in the country, although
almost 30 colleges now train arts executives.
Most curriculums even include an internship
with an arts organization over the summer or
during a semester.

Science
New Specialties Replace
Old Computer Jobs
From the inom-and-pop grocery to the
doctor's office, lower-priced computers are
appealing to businesses of every kind. As a
result, the market for computer-related jobs is
experiencing both rapid growth and change.
New-products and services geared specifica11y
to the problems of smaller firms require more
programmers, designers and analysts, plus
many new computer specialists. For instance,
the "network specialist," an engineer-scientist,
designs and operates a collection of small
computers that can function independently or
be hooked up as one big unit to take on tougher
jobs.
Another growing specialty is computer security. As more information, much of it confidential, is filed in computers, guarding the stored
data becomes crucial. The threat may b€ most
pressing in the business world, where whitecollar crime has gone electronic. The security
specialist is a computer expert with a sharp,
analytical eye and a good background in
business techniques. For now, these specialists
work mainly for government agencies and
universities. But the greatest demand for security specialists is expected in the business world,
especially as automatic banking machines become more widespread.
Meanwhile, the demand for computer programmers may actually decline ·as technical
innovations allow more consumers to program
and operate their own machines.

Social Services
New Market for Lawyers
Relief may be at hand for the current bumper
crop of law school graduates. Law school
admissions have tripled since 1963, and this
year more than 30,000 law grads will compete
for only 21,000 jobs. But two big changes in the
legal field are likely to increase demand for
lawyers.
No-frills law offices and prepaid group legal
plans are allowing lawyers to reach a largely
untapped market-the middle-income ~lient.
INSIDER
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Education
Teaching Older Students

•

These two innovations permit law firms to cut
their own costs and offer services at moderate
rates. And since the Supreme Court lifted the
ban on advertising by lawyers, the news of
lower-cost legal services is reaching a broader
audience.
Hundreds of storefront firms, usually called
"legal clinics," are now specializing in routine
legal services offered at cut-rate prices. At one
Cleveland storefront firm, for example, the fee
for a no-fault divorce is $200. At conventional
firms in the area, the same service runs $400 to
$750. The lower-priced firms are receiving
enthusiastic response all over the country.
Prepaid legal plans are also drawing on a
greater pool of clients. Right now, more than
two million American families, largely bluecollar or middle-income people, benefit from
prepaid legal programs which operate much
like medical group insurance plans. In some
states, the programs are fast becoming a major
industry-creating more jobs for new lawyers.

Engineering
•

'
•

No Shortage of Energy Jobs

$8,000-$10,000

p

Newspapers, magazines,
book publishers, rad io and
TV stations, and some private
companies hire journalists.
Competition is especially stiff
for newspaper reporters.

While the number of. younger students is
leveling off in this country, the enrollment of
older students has skyrocketed-more than
doubling since 1970. And by 1980, these senior
scholars are expected to account for 40 percent Marketing Researcher.
of the campus population. That's why the best $11,000-$15,000 x
opportunities in the overcrowded teacher's Manufacturing companies,
market will be in areas of higher education that advertising agencies and independent research organiserve this older student group.
Many of the older collegians will be seeking zations have largest number
of marketing researchers.
occupational development, so demand will be
high for those courses closely tied to the Medical Technologist.
working world-federal tax trends, everyday $10,400-$10,80& ·G·
law, business English, estate planning and real Most work in hospitar labs.;·
others hired by independent
estate. Other students will be looking for
labs, clinics, public health
cultural and intellectual enrichment with
agencies.
courses ranging from European cuisine to
philosophy to bluegrass banjo-as well as Rehabilitation Counselor.
traditional studies in philosophy, psychology, $10,400-$14,000 G
history, economics and science. That's why Majority work in state and
more teachers will be needed in all of these local rehabilitation agencies.
areas, especially at the community college level. , Securities Sales Worker.
In addition to these two developments,
$7,800-$10,200*
G
prospective teachers shouldn't overlook other Most jobs in large cities.
subject areas where there might be spotty Opportunities best for those
shortages-industrial arts, vocational skills, willing to learn all aspects of
mathematics and sciences-and should check the securities business.
out some geographic areas, especially the Span- *Salary is during training
ish-speaking sections of the U.S., where bilin- only. After training commissions can reach $25,000 or
gual teachers are in short supply .
higher-depending on ability and luck.

Business
Personnel Jobs Gain Ground
Once upon a time, th~ personnel department
was the graveyard of the business world.
Workers were expected to process application
forms and cherish few hopes for advancement.
No longer. The rapid increase in job discrimination suits, pension laws, federal regulations,
and labor disputes has made the personnel
worker's job more demanding and more important to the company than ever before.
Big corporations often have a sizable staff of
personnel specialists who handle recruiting,
employee counseling, psychological testing,
wage and salary administration, training, affirmative action, fringe benefits, and compliance with government regulations. Training in
business or personnel administration can be
good preparation for entry-level jobs-but the
personnel field is still open to ambitious graduates with liberal arts degrees.
Advancement often requires more education,
however. Highly paid negotiators who handle
collective bargaining contracts often hold either
a law degree or a master's in industrial relations.
One thing seems clear, though: the personnel
department is no longer a corporate backwater.
In fact, some companies have decorated their
top personnel staffer with the lofty title of Vice
President for Human Resources.
•

Engineers in energy-related fields can expect
plentiful job offers both now and in the
foreseeable future. In fact, the search for new
and more efficient forms of energy is causing oil
companies to boost their starting salaries for
new petroleum engineers to $1,645 a month, the
highest pay for any specialty.
The U.S. Department of Energy is spending
more than $273 million a year to develop
potential sources of energy that can supplement
diminishing supplies. The solar industry, now
in its infancy, is also expected to boom, depending on support from government and industry.
Although statistics aren't available, the industry is growing currently at the rate of about 500
percent a year. In the words of one solar
spokesman, a solar engineering degree is currently a license to starve- but forecasters expect that situation to change dramatically in the
commg years.
Many colleges and universities are preparing
for the expected need by offering courses in
solar engineering, and at least a dozen offer a
four-year degree program in this specialized Gina Pera is an editorial assistant for I3-30
Corporation.
area.
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Journalist.

Social Worker.
$9,500-$12,000

G/H

Opportunities good for those
with advanced degrees; increasing competition for
bachelor's-degree holders.
Due to budget cuts in many
cities, job prospects may be
better in small towns and
rural areas .

Systems Analyst.
$12,800-$13,200

x

Majority work for manufacturing firms, banks, insurance companies, and data
processing service organizations in urban areas of the
Midwest and Northeast.

Urban Planner.
$11,000-$14,000

G

Many employed by city,
county or regional planning
agencies. State and federal
departments dealing with
housing, transportation, and
environmental protection employ a growing number.

Wholesale Trade
Sales Worker.
$9,500-$12,000

G

Wholesale houses usually
found in cities, but sales
workers assigned territories
may be located in any
section of the country.
•
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TRACTION OF
FRONT Wl:iEEL DRIVE
~--,~--

A. WUNDERCAR!
Imported From Germany.

Rack and pinion steering for
Ford Fiesta is Europe's most sue- . direct response. And acceleration
that will absolutely move you. In
cessful new car in history. (Based
Ford tests, 1978 Fiestas acceleron new car nameplate sales in the
first 16 months.) It's an import ated from O to 50 MPH in an
buyer's dream. A car that's at home average of about 9 seconds. And
their front disc brakes brought
on the San Diego Freeway as well
them from 50 to 0 MPH in an averas on the high-speed autobahn.
age of 3.3 seconds.
Fiesta-Wundercar.

is lower. Actual hwy. mileage will
probably be lower than estimate.

At Over 5,000 Ford Dealers.
Fiesta is sold and serviced at over
5,000 Ford Dealers and backed by
Ford Motor Company, Dearborn,
Mich. Test-drive a Fiesta and see
why we call it Wundercar.

Excellent Fuel Economy.
Excenent Performance.
Performance is what Ford Fiesta
is all about. With front wheel drive
and Michelin steel-belted radials
to help take you up hills, through
mud and over ice and snow.

Fiesta gives you excellent fuel
economy. EPA estimated mpg:
l2al. Hwy. estimate: 39 mpg. Compare this to other cars. Mileage
may differ depending on speed,
weather and trip length. Calif. mpg
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